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Abstract
To maintain current flow through an electrodynamic tether system in space, a cur-
rent closure path must be completed within the ionosphere. A number of methods have
been suggested to attain such closure, among them the concept of the plasma contactor.
The use of plasma contactors in space has been proposed as a means to probe or control
spacecraft environments, in particular those of tethered space systems. In fact, efficient
plasma contactors may hold the key to safe and reliable use of electrodynamic tether
systems.
A plasma contactor is a device that expels plasma, thereby providing electrical
contact between a space vehicle and the medium through which it is travelling. Such a
device is capable of either emitting electrons to or collecting electrons from the ambient
space plasma. The contactor ensures electrical contact by providing a plasma region
in which ambient electrons may be emitted or collected and by providing a means to
ionize neutral gas in that region.
This thesis focusses on the plasma contactor as a current collection device. There
have been several theories developed to predict the behavior of current collection through
plasma contactor clouds. These theories offer markedly different predictions regarding
the current amplification properties of these clouds. The key features of each theory and
the points of disagreement between these theories are addressed. The various treatments
of the distinct plasma regions composing the plasma contactor cloud are discussed. A
new theory is presented that combines two of these distinct plasma regions. The goal of
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Concept of Electrodynamic Tethers
The development of tethers for use in space is primarily due to the efforts
of Giuseppe Colombo and Mario Grossi in the early 1970's. Grossi [32] first
proposed to NASA in 1972 that a tether of - 20 - 100km in length be de-
ployed from the Space Shuttle for use as an antenna. Grossi consulted Colombo
on this idea, the former seeking the latter's expertise in long flexible members.
Their collaborative efforts yielded insight into the many potential uses of teth-
ers in space, such as generation of thrust, generation of power, augmentation of
communications, and exploration of the space plasma environment. Beyond the
engineering applications of tethers, there have opened up new scientific oppor-
tunities for the investigation of ionospheric properties. For example, the energy
associated with the electrical circuit of an electrodynamic tether system can be
used to explore the effects of numerous disturbances on the ionosphere, given
the system's predicted ability to produce large amplitude plasma and electro-
dynamic waves within the ambient plasma. Clearly, the electrodynamic tether
has invited an extraordinary merger of scientific and engineering interests in its
development and in the implementation of the TSS-1 program.
The electrodynamic tether can be considered a power conversion system that
either yields electrical energy from orbital potential energy or changes electrical
energy into orbital kinetic energy. The electrodynamic tether is a long conduc-
tive wire deployed from a spacecraft while in orbit. The tether interacts with
the earth's magnetic field and ambient space plasma to permit a number of
technological advancements.
Figure 1.1: Electrodynamic Tether as a High Power Generator [63]
The tether system is shown in the power generation configuration in Fig-
ure 1.1. If electrons are collected at the satellite end of the system and ejected
at the Orbiter end, a current can flow in the tether. In such a configuration, the
subsatellite acts as a large electrode when immersed in the ionospheric plasma.
At the Orbiter end, electron guns or an electrically neutral plasma source, e.g.
hollow cathode plasma contactor, may be used to return electrons to the ambient
plasma. As a point of reference, it was noted in the NASA Atmospheres, Mag-
netospheres, and Plasmas in Space (AMPS) Science Definition Study of 1974 [7]
that a conductive, gravity-gradient-stabilized tether connecting a conductive
subsatellite and the Orbiter would experience an emf of 0.1 - 0.2 V/m as the
tether passed across the earth's magnetic field lines.
An electric field set up by the V x B, where V is the orbital velocity and
B is the vector of the earth's geomagnetic field, induces a potential difference
along the tether length, 1. In this system, the subsatellite is considered an anode
and a source of electron emission to act as a cathode is then required onboard
the Orbiter. Without a source of electron emission, there could be no current
flow in the tether since there would be no mechanism to dissipate that current
onboard the Orbiter, resulting in excessive charging of the Orbiter. The potential
difference is given by the expression Vtethe, = (rix ) l, and represents the voltage
which would exist across the two ends of an ideal tether that had no line losses.
It is assumed that the present state of tether technology is such that adequate
electrical insulation of the tether can be provided to prevent current collection
from or current emission to the ambient plasma. With these assumptions in
mind, and using the AMPS estimate as an example, a 20km tether would then
induce a potential drop on the order of 2 - 4kV.
If a current I is allowed to flow in the tether, orbital energy is converted
into electrical energy at a rate P = IVtether, where P equals the power con-
verted. Note that not all of the total power will appear across the load, but that
some of the power will be lost due to inefficiencies and will appear as heat. To
maintain this current flow without extreme charging of the Orbiter, a closure
path must exist between the tethered system and the ionosphere. Completion
of this closure path requires that electrical "contact" be made between the teth-
ered satellite system and the ionosphere. This contact can be achieved with a
number of devices. The scope of this work centers upon the use of plasma "con-
tactors", devices that eject a plasma into the ambient space plasma surrounding
a spacecraft in order to maintain charge equilibrium.
If the tethered system is used in the power generation mode, a drag penalty
must be taken into account. Drag upon the satellite is caused by the Lorentz
force associated with the I x B interaction when there is current flow in the
tether. Consequently, there is some interest in comparing the tether power
system efficiency with that of other competing power systems. The major com-
petition for space tethers in the arena of power generation comes from batteries,
fuel cells, and regenerative fuel cells. The major difference between the tethered
power system and the fuel cell systems is that the fuel cell makes use of only the
chemical energy in the fuel while the tethered system uses both the chemical
energy and the kinetic energy of the fuel. According to calculations performed
by NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC) [72], the drag penalty incurred is rel-
atively small. As an example, consider a space station operating with an open
Table 1.1 Comparative Efficiency of Tether Power Generator
* Hydrogen-Oxygen consumption to overcome electrical and aerodynamic
drag of the tether power generator equal to 0.16 kg/kWH.
* Hydrogen-Oxygen reactant consumption for 73% efficient fuel cell equal
to 0.39 kg/kWH.
* Total tether power generator drag (- 1.36 kg) can be offset by controlled
ejection of waste products.
loop life support system. If the expellant waste products and water of such a
system are aimed in the right direction, the resultant thrust produces a break-
even kinetic energy balance for the tethered power system. Table 1.1 shows the
comparative efficiency of a tether power generator [72].
A number of studies have indicated that the use of tethers as power gen-
erators is a promising concept. Martinez-Sanchez and Hastings [52] obtained
results indicating that tether power systems offer large fuel savings over electro-
chemical generators. The use of tethers as replacements for batteries in solar
array energy storage is not quite as effective, but tethers may serve to partially
replace batteries in other circumstances with some positive returns.
For a tether system operating in power generation mode, orbital energy can
be converted into primarily electrical energy at a rate equal to the product
of the open circuit voltage and the current in the circuit P = IVtether. If one
accounts for actual physical constraints in an operational electrodynamic tether,
the effective voltage drop across the load is significantly reduced from the open
circuit tether voltage. This is due to tether impedance and the corresponding
voltage drops of the elements comprising the tether system, such as the tether
reel mechanism which acts as a large variable inductor. Notably, there will be
a voltage drop AVt due to the tether wire itself, the anode and cathode at each
end (AV, and AVe), and a drop due to the impedance of the ionosphere AVio,.
In terms of the electrical power available from the tether system to a spacecraft
load and the power gleaned from the orbital kinetic energy, an expression of
efficiency can be obtained:
7 = VLoadlVtethcr (1.1)
alternatively expressed as,
S= VLoad (1.2)VLoad + AVt + AVa + AVe + Aion
The ionospheric plasma AVio is typically smaller than that of the other elec-
trodynamic tether system elements [40]. It will also be the most variable of
the voltage drops, highly dependent upon the altitude and inclination of the
spacecraft's orbit.
The voltage drop of the tether itself is a function of the present state of tether
technology. This is because its impedance depends not only on the wire size and
material, but also upon how well it is protected from the ambient environment
through which it must pass as well as the amount of tether wound up on the
system's reel mechanism. The tether must maintain its structural integrity in
spite of mass demands of the system, atomic oxygen degradation, and debris
strikes. To meet all of these demands, the TSS-1 tether is a structure comprised
of five layers as shown in Figure 1.2.
The result of most tether concept designs is to yield a lower bound on tether
impedance, thereby also lowering AVt. System efficiency is then driven by the
engineer's ability to reduce the voltage drops associated with the system's anode
and cathode. Therefore, the goal of the engineer developing a plasma contactor
is then to produce a contactor that operates at low voltages, has a low mass,
and offers reliability and maintainability.
The relation of the various voltage drops associated with a tether system is
depicted graphically in Figure 1.3. In this figure the magnetic field vector B is
oriented into the page and the orbital velocity vector V is directed to the right.
The electric field vector E, in the reference frame of the tether, and the Lorentz
force induced current I will then point upwards for the generator in Figure
1.3 a), and downwards for the thruster in Figure 1.3 b). The thruster figure
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Figure 1.2: TSS-1 Conducting Tether [63]
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Figure 1.3: Potential Diagram for Tether as a) Generator and b) Thruster [52]
is presented to contrast the circuits for power generation and for propulsive
systems.
The ionospheric current density naturally available is relatively low. Conse-
quently, there must be an enhancement of the effective electron collection area
of the subsatellite anode with some current amplification device to achieve high
levels of collection current. The object of this present work is to examine plasma
contactors for use as such an amplification device. The plasma contactor can
provide a net gain to the system in two ways. The contactor emits a plasma
cloud that surrounds the vehicle and thereby effectively increases its radius, al-
lowing greater collection of ambient current. Secondly, the ionization of neutrals
within the plasma cloud surrounding the spacecraft offers enhancement of elec-
tron current collection. This second approach only comes into play, however,
at higher electron temperatures and large hollow cathode currents since it is
only under these conditions that ionization of neutrals within the core cloud
I
4 AVA
VSupply
AVcContactor
-1
..a
will occur.
Plasma contactors are worthy of investigation since they offer a very attrac-
tive dual identity not afforded by electron guns used as "contactors"; that is,
they can function as both anodes and as cathodes to augment power production
as well as thrust generation. The electron gun can serve only to emit electrons in
the tethered system power production mode and cannot function as an electron
collector, a mode equally important to the power production process.
1.2 Development of Present Work
This research has focussed on the theory and results pertaining to the use
of plasma contactors as current collectors. Theoretical work on plasma con-
tactors as current collectors has fallen into primarily two categories, collision-
less space-charge-limited double layer theory and collisional quasineutral theory.
Experiments utilizing plasma contactors at low current in ground-based plasma
chambers can be modelled by the collisionless theory [83] to a certain extent.
The collisionless model does not apply, however, when symmetrical double layer
structure breaks down followed by ionization within the resultant asymmetrical
double layer structure. Also note that very high anode potentials are needed
to draw a substantial ambient electron current across the magnetic field in the
absence of collisions or effective collisions due to turbulence. It has been stated
(Section 1.1) that such a high potential drop is undesirable. The collisionless the-
ory, then, has limited applicability to power generation by electrodynamic teth-
ers in space. Isotropic quasineutral models of contactor clouds, extending over
a region where the effective collision frequency v, exceeds the electron cyclotron
frequency We [34,36,37], have the low contactor anode potentials desirable for
efficient contactor operation. The drawback with the low anode potentials in
the isotropic quasineutral theories is that collected electron current is also quite
low, thereby limiting the contactor's performance as an electron collector.
In an effort to combine the advantages of the space-charge-limited models
and the isotropic quasineutral models, a new model has been developed. This
combination model is an anisotropic contactor cloud oriented along the mag-
netic field, with v, < wee [29]. The electron motion along the magnetic field is
modelled as a collisionless space-charge-limited double layer, while across the
magnetic field the electrons are assumed to diffuse collisionally and the poten-
tial profile is modelled as quasineutral. Using a simplified expression for ve,
the collision frequency due to ion acoustic turbulence, an analytic solution has
been found for this model, which should be applicable to current collection in
space [29]. The contactor anode potential is low, in conjunction with a collected
electron current that can be much greater than the emitted ion current, in turn
yielding an improved gain. The overall system gain is enhanced since there is
a substantial reduction in the impedance of the electron current collection from
the ionosphere.
The plasma contactors studied in this work used an anode to collect electrons
from either the ambient ionospheric plasma or an "ambient" plasma source in
a chamber experiment. A contactor acting as an electron collector acts also as
an ion emitter. Consequently, the figures of merit for such a contactor are its
potential with respect to the ambient plasma, o0, the fraction of neutral gas
ionized within the core cloud region, Xi, and the gain C. The core cloud is the
inner plasma region over which electrons can be collected to the contactor anode.
The system gain is defined as
e = I/I,(ranode) (1.3)
where I = Ii + I, is the total current of emitted ions and collected electrons
at the contactor anode, r = ranode. The potential of the anode with respect to
the ambient plasma determines the maximum power that can be generated by a
tethered space system with a contactor, given the nature of the system's electri-
cal circuit (Section 1.1). The power is greatest when the contactor impedance
is lowest. The gain is a critical parameter since it sets the rate at which the
contactor's neutral gas supply must be used to produce ions for a given total
current level. A high gain system results in less neutral gas being used to collect
a given current while a low gain system requires a greater degree of ionization
to collect the same current.
Both the impedance and the gain will depend on the total current. In order
to achieve an efficient and reliable system, a tradeoff must be undertaken. At
very low current, both high gain and low impedance are possible, but the power
is too low. At high current, high gain can be obtained only at the cost of a very
large o0, which results in a low power to the load. The highly desirable low 0o
and high power combination is feasible only with a low gain plasma contacting
system.
In previous work [38,73], the description of the plasma contactor cloud has
consisted of several different regions. In close proximity to the contactor orifice,
there is an inner plasma core. This core cloud was considered to be isotropic
because the two major directions of anistropy, the earth's magnetic field and
the direction of motion of the source, would be excluded by the dense plasma
from the contactor source. There are then two outer regions in which the two
directions of anisotropy are manifested. Earlier work in quasineutral theory had
assumed that a significant current of ambient electrons could be collected from
infinity along only those field lines that passed through the core cloud [36,38].
In Chapter 3, the anisotropic contactor model presented indicates that, for con-
ditions in low earth orbit (LEO), it is possible to collect a significant electron
current from the contactor's plasma transition region, where the anisotropy due
to the magnetic field is important.
This thesis is intended to expand the understanding of plasma contactor
performance through the careful examination of theory, experiments, and anal-
ysis performed by the community to date and the extension of the collisionless
space-charge-limited flow model to space conditions. The results presented in
that extension are based on both a one-dimensional computational model which
solved Poisson's equation for a spherically symmetric double layer for the colli-
sionless space-charge-limited case and an anisotropic model that combines the
space-charge-limited collisionless double layer with a quasineutral plasma core
profile. Varying the operating parameters of the hollow cathode within the
computational model was done to allow comparison with laboratory data from
NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC), Colorado State University (CSU), Uni-
versity of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) and Instituto di Fisica dello Spazio
Interplanetario (IFSI), Frascati, Italy. The three primary figures of merit men-
tioned earlier are used in the comparison of the models to experimental contactor
performance.
In Chapter 2, the research to date on the topic of plasma contactors is dis-
cussed. This includes examination of quasineutral models, space-charge-limited
models, laboratory data, spaceflight experiments, and correlation of the mod-
elling efforts and the laboratory results to space conditions. Chapter 2 de-
scribes a collisional quasineutral theory, related to the models of Dobrowolny
and Iess [25,42] and Hastings and Blandino [10,36], which is more applicable to
contactors emitting a large ion current, either in space or in ground based exper-
iments, than the collisionless models. The Dobrowolny and Iess model is a fluid
model that neglects magnetic field effects but includes anomalous friction arising
from plasma instabilities. The Hastings and Blandino model assumes that am-
bient electrons can only be collected over the cross-section of the isotropic inner
core region, where the effective collision frequency is greater than the electron
gyroradius. With this restriction, the model predicts that very little ambient
electron current can be collected in space. The collisionless space-charge-limited
model is built upon the seminal work of Wei and Wilbur [83]; this model de-
scribes the process of electron collection in the absence of a magnetic field and
contactor velocity effects. There is an examination of the development of the
Katz, et. al. modelling effort that had a quasineutral starting point that was
then merged with double layer theory. In addition to the IFSI, CSU, and NASA
LeRC chamber experiments performed to validate the theories of the experi-
menters involved, the ground-based experimental work of Stenzel and Urrutia
of UCLA is also covered. They perform experiments examining the space-time
evolution of a current carrying system that has great bearing in the plasma
contactor arena.
In Chapter 3 a collisionless double layer theory, similar to the models of Wei
and Wilbur [83] and of Parks and Katz [58], is extended to include the effects of
the magnetic field on the electrons and the effect of finite anode radius. If the
electrons are taken to be strictly collisionless in space, then they will be collected
by the contactor anode only if they travel from infinity along magnetic field lines
contained within the flux tube that intersects the area of the anode. This in
turn places a limit on current collected by the contactor. The collisionless model
presented by Wei and Wilbur [83] lacks consideration of angular momentum
effects on the paths taken by the electrons. The Parker-Murphy condition [57]
has been used in this study to account for angular momentum considerations
within the framework of a collisionless space-charge-limited spherical double
layer model. This approach is shown in Chaper 3. An additional consideration in
this approach is that of the finite anode. This alters the formation of the double
layer for certain conditions since the inner edge, ri,,,e, of the double layer, has
its position determined by the collected current and the anode potential when
the current is space-charge-limited and cannot be less than the contactor anode
radius if physically realistic conditions are to be described by the model.
The collisionless double layer model outlined above gives a reasonable approx-
imation of some of the results of ground-based plasma contactor experiments.
The applicable laboratory experiments are those which have contactor clouds of
radius less than or comparable to an ambient electron gyroradius, and double
layers with rinner greater than or equal to the contactor anode, ranode, and have
AD < rd.l., where AD is the plasma Debye length and rd.l. is the width of the dou-
ble layer. However, to effectively achieve power generation with electrodynamic
tethers in space, the contactor radius required to collect significant currents is
much greater than an ambient electron gyroradius. The Parker-Murphy crite-
rion and the finite anode size then imply that the double layer impedance is
extremely high, so it is impossible to obtain high power operating a plasma con-
tactor in this manner in space. If the emitted ion current is low enough, roughly
less than 1 mA for the case of an Argon plasma contactor in LEO conditions,
a double layer can be formed satisfying the equations of Wei and Wilbur [83],
with rin,,n greater than or equal to the anode radius, with anode potential great
enough to draw the required electron current across the magnetic field, but less
than the total tether potential, Vtether. In the event of such a formation, the
collisionless double layer model will be self-consistent, and the result is that it
is not possible to generate high power with plasma contactors in space.
At higher ion currents emitted from the plasma contactor, a region will exist
in which the electrons cannot go straight to the anode, but where ambient
electrons will be trapped, keeping the plasma quasineutral [23]. The electrons
that become trapped remain trapped much longer than it takes an unmagnetized
electron to traverse the double layer to the anode. Presumably, these trapped
orbits are filled with secondary and scattered electrons. If there are effective
collisions due to instabilities, some of these trapped electrons may be able to
diffuse to the anode, and the collected electron current may be much greater than
that calculated with the collisionless model [29]. In Chapter 3, then, work on a
model of the outer core region is detailed, in which the motion along the magnetic
field is collisionless, forming a double layer, but the motion across the magnetic
field is collisional and quasineutral is detailed [29]. This model is expected to
be highly applicable to contactors in space and indicates that significant current
may be collected from the outer core region, while exhibiting low contactor anode
potential. The plume and spot modes of contactors operating as collectors are
examined. The plume mode is that operating state in which there is high-
voltage, low-current plasma discharge and spot mode is that mode in which
there is high-current, low voltage plasma discharge. Spot mode is alternatively
known as ignited mode since there is a region of glowing discharge associated
with it. A summary and conclusions of the reviews and numerical results is
presented in Chapter 4.
Chapter 2
Examination of Plasma Contactor
Studies to Date
2.1 Introduction
There has been much debate about the size of the inner plasma core region
over which electrons can be collected to a plasma contactor. One estimate is
obtained by matching the cloud density to the ambient density[59],
nloud(rcore) F nea (2.1)
while another comes from taking magnetic field effects into account[34],
V,(~e.) C. (2.2)
Here v, is the radially dependent electron collision frequency, including effective
"collisions" due to turbulence, and w,, is the electron gyrofrequency. A third
estimate is obtained by requiring regularity of the self-consistent potential[25,42],
-o 0. (2.3)
1r rcore
Finally, a fourth estimate comes by requiring a consistent space charge limited
flow inside the core[83] and includes pressure balance,
mrin fl Ireo. meneU Irco... (2.4)
In Eq. 2.4, ui is the outgoing ion flow velocity and u, is the incoming electron
flow velocity. These diverse theories yield a wide range of current enhancement
factors for the plasma cloud. Such discrepancies in system gain strongly suggest
that determining the size of the core region is critical to the understanding of
the current collection.
Assuming a spherical core cloud of radius rcore, one obtains from continuity
of current,
I = I,(ro) + I,(ro) = Ii(rcore) + Ic(rcore), (2.5)
with an overall system gain, ý, of
Ie (rcore) Ii(rcore) - !i(ro)
Ii (ro) I, (ro)
Plasma contactor clouds enhance or produce electron current flow through
two possible paths as described in Section 1.1. They can serve as virtual anodes
through which electrons can be drawn from infinity and collected to the real
anode at the center of the plasma core cloud. This path is taken into account in
the first term on the right hand side of Eq. 2.6. Secondly, the neutral gas within
the cloud surrounding the contactor can become ionized, creating electron-ion
pairs. These electrons will be collected to the anode and the ions will be repelled.
This current collection is included in the second term on the right hand side of
Eq. 2.6.
For use in space with an electrodynamic tether, however, ionization of contac-
tor neutrals external to the contactor is not considered an efficient use of neutral
gas. This point is demonstrated by modelling presented in Section 3.1.5. If this
ionization of neutrals were the only means by which the collection current could
be enhanced, then the same neutral gas can be used more efficiently by ionizing
it internally in an ion source. Plasma contactors will be most useful and efficient
if the ionosphere is the primary source of electron current for collection. The
two sources of electrons in the ionosphere are the ionospheric plasma and the
ionospheric neutrals. Note, though, that the mean free path for ionization of the
ionospheric neutral gas is on the order of kilometers so that ionization of this
gas on the length scale of the plasma contactor cloud is highly improbable. Con-
sequently, it is assumed that all ionization associated with the plasma contactor
is ionization of contactor, and not ionospheric, neutral gas. Therefore, plasma
contactors will be advantageous to an electrodynamic tether system only if they
enhance current by collecting ambient electrons from the ionosphere.
The collected electron current, e (rcore), will generally be the saturation cur-
rent times the area of the core cloud, 4,rrr•,,, but if the contactor is collecting
electrons only along magnetic field lines intersecting the core cloud, then I,(rore)
will be the saturation current times 21rr ore. As a result, the reore dimension is a
critical measure of the effectiveness of plasma contactors as electron collectors in
space. Within the Wilbur et. al. model, reore is taken to be the inner radius, ri,
of the space-charge-limited collisionless double layer. This core collection region
is not explicitly set in the Dobrowolny and Iess model but is found when calcu-
lating a self-consistent plasma potential profile from the contactor anode out to
infinity. The Hastings et. al. model uses a collisionality condition to determine
reore. The efforts of Katz et. al. have centered upon the use of density matching
to obtain the core cloud dimension. The following sections explore these limits
and compare and contrast them. This comparison and contrast is also made
with laboratory data sets and spaceborne contactor data sets. Limitations in
the existing data sets are examined and recommendations for future experiments
presented.
2.2 Space Charge Limited Models and Results
2.2.1 The Wilbur, et. al. Model
The model presented by Wei and Wilbur [83] , describing the plasma contac-
tor electron collection process, is based upon a space-charge-limited theory and
is often referred to as the double diode model. The approach taken is to develop
an understanding of the near-field plasma contacting process. The near-field
consideration results from the fact that the model is based upon experimen-
tal observations where the magnetic field is excluded and the plasma contactor
is stationary with respect to the ambient plasma. Three separate regions are
associated with the plasma contacting process,
1. High Density Plume Region
2. Double-sheath Region
3. Ambient Plasma
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Figure 2.1: Double Sheath Conceptual View of Plasma Contacting Process [85]
This model represents the electron collection process as having electron current
flow from the ambient plasma to the positively biased high density plume region,
illustrated in Fig. 2.1 with flow through a spherical segment 0. The high density
plume region denotes that area just outside of the hollow cathode orifice where
ionization processes occur, resulting in a plasma density exceeding the ambient
plasma density. Separating this high density region from the ambient plasma is
an area designated as the double-sheath. (Note that the terms double-sheath
and double layer may be used interchangeably and that this usage varies from
author to author.) In the double-sheath, the current flow is assumed to be
space-charge-limited and a voltage drop is maintained.
In Figure 2.2 , the basic components of the spherically symmetric double-
sheath problem are shown. The Wei and Wilbur solution presented is the first
published for this problem [83] . The inner spherical surface ri is at the potential
Vi and is a uniform source of positively charged ions. The outer surface ro is a
uniform source of oppositely charged particles and its potential is Vo = 0. It is
assumed that this outer radius collects a fixed current from the ambient plasma
and is determined solely by the ambient plasma conditions [85] . Velocities
attained by the charged particles at the spherical surfaces are determined by
the potential drop, AV, between the inner and outer radii, ri and ro. Ions of
mass mi are accelerated from a zero initial velocity radially toward ro, producing
the ion current flow. The same condition holds for the electrons, with mass me,
except that the current flows radially inward from ro. With this initial boundary
condition for the velocities, they are given by
S= (v, - V) (2.7)
F/2 V
Uo = (2.8)
mo
Total current flowing in this model is given by Ji + Jo = Jtot. Assuming no
ionization or recombination occurs between the two surfaces, the ion and electron
currents, respectively, are given by,
Ji = 47rr 2nieui (2.9)
Jo = 47rr2noeuo (2.10)
Poisson's equation for this potential drop between the spherical surfaces is
-e
V 2V -(ni - no) (2.11)
Co
With the spherical symmetry integral to the model, Eq. 2.11 becomes
1 d( dV -eSd r 2  ) = -(ni - n o) (2.12)
In order to nondimensionalize the simplified Poisson's equation, the following
variables were introduced:
(2.13)
p = In ( (2.14)
jo = (Jo/47rcoV 3/2) Vmo/2e (2.15)
a = (Jo/J,) mo/m (2.16)
The nondimensionalized Poisson equation now obtained is
d + - Jo (2.17)
The boundary conditions accompanying Eq. 2.17 are
0=1, @ p=pi=In( - (2.18)
0=0, @ p=O=ln ) (2.19)
\r 0 1
Eq. 2.17 and the accompanying boundary conditions in Eqs. 2.18 and 2.19 de-
scribe a non-linear problem, exhibiting singularities at the two spherical bound-
aries. These singularities are the result of the particle densities approaching in-
finity at their respective source surfaces in order to satisfy the current condition
from each surface at zero initial velocity. Consequently, no analytical solution
has been found and the problem has been solved numerically. The problem is
solved with a relaxation technique to compute the values of j, and a, as well as
AV (r) as a function of the spherical surfaces' radius ratio (ri/ro), appropriate to
the solution of interest, the space-charge-limited case. The space-charge-limited
spherical double sheath currents are determined by the radius ratio, ri/ro, not
the magnitude of those radii.
To obtain the solution of interest to Eq. 2.17, i.e. the space-charged-limited
solution, j, and a must be selected to satisfy two additional boundary conditions:
d 0, at p = pi (2.20)
dp
d=0, at p = 0. (2.21)dp
A numerical procedure was then employed to solve Eq. 2.17 meeting the
conditions imposed by Eqs. 2.18, 2.19, 2.20 and 2.21. In order to simplify their
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Figure 2.2: Spherical Double Sheath Model of Space-Charge-Limited Current
Flow [83]
procedure Wei and Wilbur obtained an expression relating jo and a,
1 1
- - i dp. (2.22)
a 2jJo \0 dp
The relaxation technique employed by Wei and Wilbur used Eq. 2.22 to obtain
the variations of jo and a with ri/ro as shown in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4. The current
enhancement a is given below
= a i-- (2.23)
Wei and Wilbur found that their potential profiles and space-charge-limited
current densities agreed with the analytical results obtained by Langmuir [47]
to within 2%. While the potential profiles and potential gradient profiles are
valuable results, it is the magnitude of the counterflowing currents that is of
the greatest interest. The parameters jo and a were uniquely determined for
the entire range of double layer widths, 0 < r. < 1, where r, is the radius ratio
ri/ro. Figure 2.3 shows that the normalized current drawn into the double layer
decreases with double layer thickness and approaches infinity as the radius ratio
approaches unity. As r, -+ 1, the current ratio a is seen to also approach unity
in Figure 2.4. The unity value of r, corresponds to a planar sheath case and a
comparison with Langmuir's analytical results [47] can again be made. For this
planar case, Langmuir obtained a = 1.
Based upon their problem formulation and numerical solution, Wei and
Wilbur concluded that space-charge-limited spherical double layer currents are
determined by the radius ratio, rr, of the two plasma surfaces that form but
remain independent of the magnitudes of the radii of these two surfaces. In
addition, the current drawn from the outer surface to that drawn from the inner
surface varies inversely with the square root of the mass ratio of the particle
species carrying the two opposing currents. The enhancement factor in the cur-
rent ratio formula, Eq. 2.23, is dependent upon the radius ratio of the spherical
double layer and lies within the range ~ 0.01 - 1.0.
Further work has been done by Williams [89] to extend the Wei and Wilbur
double sheath model to the cylindrical case. Success of such an effort represents
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Figure 2.3: Normalized Electron Current vs. Double-Sheath Radius Ratio, Wei
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and Wilbur Numerical Results [83]
significant progress since the contactor cloud cloud is thought to pass from a
spherical to a cylindrical sheath when a number of plasma parameters are varied
in the operation of the contactor. Williams has developed a set of equations
that one use to may solve the cylindrical space-charge-limited case as well as a
Green's function approach to the solution of the Poisson equation. Figure 2.5
represents a possible plasma configuration for the transition from a spherical
sheath to a cylindrical sheath. As is underscored when the experimental data is
presented in Section 2.6, successful development of this combination of spherical
and cylindrical segments is vital to the application of the space-charge-limited
modelling effort to actual experiments.
2.2.2 Derivation of the Collisionless Space-Charge-Limited
Unmagnetized Spherical Double Sheath Model
The theoretical calculations of the currents limited by space charge must in-
corporate the cases of parallel planes, coaxial cylinders, and concentric spheres [48].
To facilitate development of the theories of the current flows for these systems, it
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of Cylindrical/Spherical Double Sheath [89]
is extremely useful to note that, in the case of electron current flow, the lines of
force and the electron paths coincide. Over the years, the space-charge-limiting
effect has been examined rigorously. Child and Langmuir [21,47,48] obtained
analytic solutions to the planar single sheath problem, the planar double sheath
problem, and the spherical double sheath problem. To this author's knowledge,
there has been no complete analytic treatment of the collisionless, unmagnetized,
space-charge-limited spherical double sheath model. To date, only the numeri-
cal solutions, such as those of Wei and Wilbur [83] presented in this work, have
answered the question of how space-charge-limited currents flow in a spherical
double sheath.
However, recent work has built upon the Wei and Wilbur model given in
Section 2.2.1 [29] to provide a more complete model of the plasma contact-
ing process. Assuming the presence of two components of plasma, an ambient
component and a contactor component, a collisionless space-charge-limited un-
magnetized model is derived as follows.
The ambient ions and electrons are Maxwellian at a radial distance, r, far
from the double layer's outer edge, ro. Ti. and T.e are the ion and electron
temperatures and the ambient plasma density is no. The contactor plasma
component has Maxwellian electrons at temperature T,,. Cold ions stream ra-
dially out from the plasma in the vicinity of the anode with an ion current Ii.
The potential drop o0 between the anode, r = rt aode, and the ambient plasma,
present as r --+ oo, is assumed to be much greater than any of the other tempera-
tures. The width of the double layer, rd.L., is considered to be much greater than
a Debye length. With these assumptions, the plasma is quasineutral everywhere
except inside the double layer, ri < r < ro. Note that ro is the same radius
as that called r,,,, in the Section 2.1, the radius at which the ambient electron
saturation current is collected.
No ambient ions can get inside the contactor core cloud, the region r <
ri. The density of ambient electrons, which have been accelerated through the
double layer to the core cloud region, is much less than the density of contactor
electrons. Quasineutrality within the core cloud then requires n,,(r) = ni,(r).
The densities of contactor electrons and ions are related to the plasma potential
q, defined with respect to the ambient plasma at r = oo, by
nec = nanodee[I(' - o)/T.. ]  (2.24)
ni, = nanode(ranode/r)[1 + (o -- )/TeY - 1/ 2. (2.25)
Here it is assumed that ions are leaving the contactor plasma at the sound speed
(Te/rn) 1/2 , due to their acceleration in a Bohm presheath. Any ionization or
recombination occurring at r > ranod has been neglected.
Setting the right hand sides of Eqs. 2.24 and 2.25 equal to each other gives
a transcendental equation for S(r) [29]. It is evident that for r > rnode,,
0(r) s 'o - 2Te In(r/ra.,de). (2.26)
The potential then drops by only a few factors of T,, inside the contactor cloud;
this drop is much less than the total potential drop. The density at the contactor
orifice nanode is related to the ion current Ii by
Ii = 4 7rranodeenanode (Tc/m,)1/ 2. (2.27)
Outside the double layer, the region r > ro, the ambient electron density
decreases from no as r decreases because no electrons are able to exit from
the double layer into the ambient plasma. Assume that there are no sources of
electrons or collisions producing electrons that can fill in the resulting empty
region of velocity space. From quasineutrality, the ambient ion density must
also decrease as r decreases. This occurs even if the density of contactor ions
accelerated in the double layer is small compared to the ambient ion density.
Then the potential must rise by an amount on the order of Ti,. If T,. is much
less than T,,, the ambient electron density is not affected by the potential.
This assumes that the current being drawn from the outer radius of the double
layer is conducted primarily by the electrons and that its flow into the inner
plasma core region is through the spherical solid angle segment depicted in
Figure 2.1. The geometric factor influencing the current flow is included in the
following expression in which the ambient electron density is reduced from n,
as r decreases,
nea(r) = -n[1 + (1 - r2 /r2)1/2]. (2.28)2
The potential is given by,
O(r) = Tia in(no/nea). (2.29)
The potential drop from ro to oo is just Tia In 2, much less than the total potential
drop. Most of the potential drop must therefore occur in the double layer.
Within the double layer, ri < r < ro, the plasma is not quasineutral. Pois-
son's equation must be solved to determine the potential profile across the double
layer. Poisson's equation, as given in Eq. 2.12, is modified and given below as
1 d ,d41 d = 4x(n - n). (2.30)
r2'dr dr
Eq. 2.30 must be satisfied subject to the boundary conditions given in Eqs. 2.18
and 2.19. To obtain the unique space-charge-limited solution to Eq. 2.30, Eqs. 2.20
and 2.21 must also be invoked.
Since the bulk of the potential drop occurs in the double layer, a good ap-
proximation of the boundary condition Eq. 2.18 is,
0(ri) = 0o - 2Tec ln(ri/ranode). (2.31)
The ambient ion density drops much more quickly than the ambient electron
density as the potential starts to rise, in travel toward the contactor from infinity,
if T~a < T... Consequently, one may neglect the ambient ion density, ni,, in
the total ion density term, ni, in Eq. 2.30. Similarly, since the energy of the
contactor ions is greater than Tec at ri, even if only by a logarithmic factor,
the contactor electron density drops much more quickly than the contactor ion
density in travelling from ri to infinity. Then it is a reasonable approximation to
neglect the contactor electron density in the double layer. In the double layer,
one can solve Poisson's equation, Eq. 2.30, with
2
ne = L e (0T.) [1 - er f (V IT.)] (2.32)
nl = nanoden2ode (0o - (r) -1/22ni T n)d 3ee )
An approximate analytic solution is derived for the case when the double layer
is thin, i.e. ro - ri < ri. Then, in the vicinity of ri, for AD < r - ri < ro - ri,
the potential approximates a Child-Langmuir sheath, with negligible n,
r - r4/3
k(r,) - O(r) : 34 3 Tc ln(r /ranode) ( A ) (2.34)
•Di,i) /
where
A2  Tec ln(ri/ranode) (/anode) 2  (2.35)
Di,i 2re2nanode(r/raode (2.35)
is the ion Debye length at ri. In the vicinity of ro, for AD < ro - r < ro - ri, the
potential approximates an inverted Child-Langmuir sheath, with negligible ni
34/3 frT -T r4/3
(r) ýa - Tea ) (2.36)2 ADe,o
where
A2,o Tea (2.37)De,o 2re2n,
is the electron Debye length at ro. The transition from Eq. 2.34 to Eq. 2.36
occurs when ne . ni, at the point where the two expressions for O(r), Eq. 2.34
and Eq. 2.36, have second derivatives that are equal in magnitude but have
opposite signs. At this point, the two expressions for O(r) must have the same
first derivative. This means that the transition from Eq. 2.34 and Eq. 2.36 must
occur half way between ri and ro, with O(r) antisymmetric about this point, and
the coefficients in front of the two expressions for O(r) must be equal,
2Tec ln(ri/ranode) A-43 = Te 4 / 3  (2.38)
The double layer stability condition [13], alternatively referred to as the Lang-
muir condition, follows from Eq. 2.38,
le/I, = (mi/me)1/2 (2.39)
with I, = 27rroJ,, and J 0" = en,(2rTea/me)1/2, the ambient electron saturation
current. In other words, the contactor cloud will expand freely until the ion
current density Ii/47rr 2 is equal to the ambient electron saturation current times
(me/mi)1/2. If Tea T.,, then this will occur when the density of the contactor
plasma is comparable to the density of the ambient plasma, given Eqs. 2.35 and
2.37, in which the Debye lengths' dependence on plasma density is expressed.
Note that, if the inner radius of the double is equal to the contactor anode
radius, this approximate analytic solution does not hold since the ion Debye
length would be set equal to zero.
From Eqs. 2.34, 2.36, and 2.38, the width of the double layer, rd.L., is related
to the potential drop A0 = 0(ri) - 0(ro) by
ro - r = -ADe,o (2.40)
The results of this two component analytic collisionless space-charge-limited
double layer model are valid only if the width given by Eq. 2.40 is much less than
ri. This requires that the pressure balance be such that the thin double layer
has been pushed out a significant distance from the anode, yielding a reasonably
large core cloud region attached at the inner edge of the double layer. Otherwise
if this condition is not satisfied, Poisson's equation must be solved numerically,
as has been done by Wei and Wilbur [83], Williams [90], and this author. Those
solutions then encompass both the thick double layer with ri constrained only
by ri Ž ranode with widely ranging core cloud radius and the thin double layer
developed at significant distance from the origin of the source plasma at the
contactor anode. In both of these cases, I,/Ii will be smaller than (mi/me)1/2.
It is important to note that the effect of these electrons in neutralizing the
ion space charge cannot in and of itself cause the contactor ion current, Ii, to
increase [47]. Instead, the effect is manifested in the change in the thickness of
the double layer to accomodate the required potential drop. As the tempera-
ture of a cathode rises in a plasma containing current flow between an anode
and a cathode, the electron current density increases and equals the cathode's
electron emission until a = 1. At that point, the electron current can no longer
increase in value and becomes space-charge-limited, regardless of any increase
in the contactor ion current. Under low pressure space conditions, consider the
ambient source plasma to act as a cathode emitting electrons that then flow
into a double layer through the presheath towards a plasma contactor. This
analogy can be made since the presheath will cause the electrons entering the
double layer to be supersonic and, obviously, their temperature to be high. It
was seen in Langmuir's experiments [47] that no matter how hot the source
electrons became, the double sheath was formed in low pressure conditions. See
Section 2.7.1 for further discussion of the need for supersonic electrons to make
the double layer model applicable in space.
2.3 Quasineutral Models and Results
2.3.1 The Dobrowolny and Iess Model
Dobrowolny and Iess [25,42] model the plasma contacting process in the iono-
sphere by expanding the contactor plasma one-dimensionally into the surround-
ing ambient plasma. In this model, the hollow cathode plasma source is taken to
be polarized suprathermally with respect to the ambient plasma surrounding it.
The Dobrowolny and Iess model is a fluid model including anomalous friction
due to the presence of plasma instabilities. An analytic solution is obtained
from which potential profiles and current enhancement factors are calculated
numerically. These calculations do not account for the presence of the magnetic
field and the core region of plasma surrounding the hollow cathode is considered
to be highly diamagnetic. Their analytic and numerical results indicate rather
large overall system gains relevant to the operation of a plasma contactor in a
low density ambient plasma. In modelling the radial expansion of the contactor
cloud, they calculated a sizable core cloud, in keeping with their assumption of
a highly diamagnetic core region surrounding the plasma contactor.
The plasma contactor is taken to be biased positively with respect to the
ambient plasma at 0o, causing ions produced by the hollow cathode to move
away to infinity and electrons escaping the device's orifice to be collected. Those
electrons are therefore not permitted to connect with the ambient plasma. Using
the Dobrowolny and Iess notation, i.e. indices 1 and 2 indicate the source
plasma and the ionospheric plasma respectively, Poisson's equation is given for
a spherically symmetric case and nondimensionally as,
Sr - = A + n . (2.41)
r2r d n 2  n I  ntI
This nondimensionalization of the problem is accomplished with the following
two equations,
r= "- (2.42)
To
A b (2.43)
where ro is taken to be the distance from the contactor source where spherical
symmetry of the source plasma can be assumed valid. (Note that this use of ro
differs from its use throughout the rest of this thesis.) The constant A is given
by,
A=- ( rA )2 ( n,_) (2.44)
with,
o 2  (2.45)
Note that ADa2 is the Debye length as calculated with the ionospheric electrons.
In order to obtain self-consistent results within their model and given A > 1,
Dobrowolny and Iess impose quasineutrality in the region exterior to the hollow
cathode plasma source,
ne2 = nil + ni2. (2.46)
Dobrowolny and Iess use this approximation in their numerical calculations of
the plasma potential profiles and find that it differs insignificantly from the
complete solution to the problem as they have posed it.
The ions emitted from the hollow cathode are considered collisionless, thereby
conserving energy, yielding,
vi = 1 + 2 o(1 - ) . (2.47)
Conservation of mass in the plasma flow gives,
nil 1 vo
-
=  (2.48)
ni r2 Vil
The velocity of the ions at the orifice of the device is vo while c,2 is the sound
speed of the ions calculated using T,2. Eqs. 2.47 and 2.48 allow the explicit
determination of nil as a function of the plasma potential, /. In order to match
the potential profile smoothly from the contactor plasma to the ambient plasma
at oo, the ions are repelled from the interaction region according to the following
equation,
ni2 = n2 e-e/kTc2. (2.49)
As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, and is further discussed in Section 2.7.1,
the polarization of the plasma source with respect to the surrounding plasma
results in supersonic motion of the particles. Dobrowolny and Iess account for
this phenomenon by including an anomalous friction term in the calculation of
mass conservation for electrons. Two friction terms are used, one referenced to
the counterstreaming motion of the electrons with respect to the source ions and
the other with respect to the ionospheric ions. This is done assuming that the
ionospheric ions are at rest. These frictional terms become critical only when an
ion acoustic instability is triggered. The collision frequency for this instability
once triggered is taken to be,
7r nil,2 )2
/acoustic = Wpe-C (2.50)32 n 2 ne(
The electron plasma frequency in the ambient plasma is given by wp,.
By then combining their expression for electron momentum with the quasineu-
trality condition imposed in Eq. 2.46 and the mass conservation equations, Do-
browolny and Iess are able to to obtain a first order equation for k from the
following expression,
1 /fle 2 1/2 d d 2 ]i(1 + .)= B ' In n+ . (2.51)
r2 hi0t df dl vthe,
where
S32 XDe2 Vthe (n 2 1/2 ,
B = -- 0. (2.52)
S ro vo ni
The following boundary conditions are imposed to secure a smooth and self-
consistent solution to the first order form of Eq. 2.51,
O(f = 1) = 1 (2.53)
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Figure 2.6: Current enhancement vs. Potential; Dobrowolny and Iess quasineu-
tral model [25]
( -- oo) = 0 (2.54)
The boundary condition in Eq. 2.54 provides a unique solution to the problem
while the boundary condition at infinity allows the collected current, I,, to be
solved as an eigenvalue within the equation for mass conservation of electrons.
When analytically solving Eq. 2.51, three regions of plasma interaction are
demarcated. Since S, > 1 in the inner region, the pressure gradient and inertia
terms in Eq. 2.51 are considered negligible. In the far field region, q < 1,
so that the drift velocity required by the electrons is then too low to trigger
instability and the region may be considered collisionless. The difficulty then
lies in matching the collisional intermediate region with the other two regimes.
Taking nj = 109 cm -3 , the gain is determined as a function of So, (Figure 2.6)
and as a function of the hollow cathode plasma density nl (Figure 2.7). The
total current obtained is plotted in Figure 2.8.
In their most recent treatment of the plasma contacting process [42], the fluid
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Figure 2.7: Current enhancement vs. Density; Dobrowolny and less quasineutral
model [25]
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Figure 2.8: Total plasma current vs. Density; Dobrowolny and Iess quasineutral
model [25]
equations are fully solved in a continuation of their model as a spherically sym-
metric, stationary, fluid including collisional transport. As before, a differential
equation is established of the form,
de F(r, q, I) (2.55)dr G(r, , ,)(2.55)
When this solution is singular, i.e. when G(r, 4, I,) = 0, it in fact contains
a turning point. Solutions containing such turning points are multivalued and
do not represent true physical situations. The quasineutral hypothesis is clearly
invalidated for such cases. This is apparent since there exist large potential
gradients in the solutions obtained. The solution may be developed around
these turning points as,
r - r* = ( * - 2*)', (2.56)
with r* and 0* representing the coordinates of the singular point in the r, o
C
V
0.
Figure 2.9: Boundary between regular and singular solutions in the Dobrowolny
and Iess quasineutral fluid model [42]
system.
The numerical results of Dobrowolny and Iess indicate that these multival-
ued solutions occur for high values of o and low contactor plasma density, nl.
By running numerous cases altering 4. and nl parametrically, they obtained
the range of S. and nl over which single-valued solutions can be obtained. In
Figure 2.9, the boundary between regular and singular solutions is plotted, for
parameter values of Tel = 5 eV, T,2 = Ti2 = 0.1 eV, ro = 10 cm, for an Argon
plasma expanding into a LEO type plasma. In these cases, overall system gain
is also calculated. It was determined that the gain improves for the lower con-
tactor plasma density cases while higher contactor plasma density corresponds
to higher total current.
Dobrowolny and Iess have assumed that the ionospheric ions are stationary
and therefore they assume that frictional terms may be eliminated from their
expression of the momentum equation. They then must keep the anomalous col-
lision contribution negligible when performing the numerical integration. From
their results using the approach described in [42], Dobrowolny and Iess state
that I, increases with a decrease in the collision frequency since such a decrease
results in a less resistive plasma core region.
In addition to the consideration of the parameters discussed above, Do-
browolny and less analyze the importance of the magnetic field within the con-
text of their model. Based on a comparison of their calculated electric field
strength and calculated Lorentz force values, they reach the conclusion that the
ratio of these two values is quite large on the region where anomalous transport
is dominant and that the magnetic field effects come into play only when the
the potential has reached thermal values, where the contact has effectively al-
ready occurred. So the spherical symmetry of the model is destroyed only at
great distances from the anode and the inclusion of the magnetic field would not
change the final solution very much.
2.3.2 The Hastings, et. al. Model
Several regions are described as existing within the plasma contactor cloud
[38]. The plasma in close proximity to the contacting device is assumed to be
very dense and highly diamagnetic. The bias voltage on the anodic end of the
tether system is taken to be much greater than the ambient ion energy in this
model. With these conditions, one can assume that the plasma contactor cloud
will expand radially, as can be demonstrated by taking into consideration the
two directions of anisotropy inherent to the cloud. One is the direction of motion
of the whole system and the other is the direction of the magnetic field.
If the motion of the electrons is primarily radial, the magnetic field anisotropy
effects are eliminated. With a highly diamagnetic or highly collisional plasma,
this elimination of magnetic field effects would also result [36]. The motional
electric field anisotropy is shielded from the plasma whenever the plasma is dense
enough to permit easy polarization. When these two directions of anisotropy are
felt by the plasma, however, the plasma cloud can be divided into three regions,
the core region, the transition region, and the outer shell.
The plasma within the core region is shielded from both anisotropy effects and
expands isotropically, bounded by conditions imposed by the contacting device.
The transition region is affected by the magnetic field but remains shielded
from the motional electric field due to the fact that the contacting device's
imposed electric field is dominant over it. The electrons will be magnetized
in the transition region with the ions continuing to expand radially under the
imposed potential's influence. At the point where the expansion of the ions is
halted by the influence of the magnetic field, the transition region is bounded
and the ions turn around. Consequently, the transition region boundary will be
at roughly one ion gyroradius, given the gyroradius based on the energy gained
by the ions dropping through a self-consistent potential [36].
The outer shell will have manifestations of both anisotropies. Ions will be
magnetized and drift across the magnetic field with E x B drift that is actually
determined by the motional electric field, E, = V x B. This motion guarantees
that the ions will come to rest within the ambient plasma, thereby completing
the plasma "contacting" process. The electrons will flow along field lines while
experiencing E x B drift. The outer shell is the sole region where the sweep of
the tethered system across Earth's geomagnetic field is felt; the result is that
the inner two regions may be analyzed while ignoring the fact that this sweeping
is taking place [36].
Definition of Core Radius
A plasma source capable of producing a large enough contactor cloud to draw
a high current in space will have a high density, w,, > wee,, for some distance
out from the anode. Such a plasma is likely to be subject to instabilities which
produce an effective electron collision frequency,
V, > Wge. (2.57)
In the region where Eq. 2.57 is satisfied, the electrons will behave like a fluid,
unaffected by the magnetic field. The electron fluid will still feel a T x B force,
but this force is always small compared to the force due to the electric field.
Since if Eq. 2.57 is satisfied, the steady state radial velocity, at which the drag
force vm,ve balances the electric force eE, is eE/m,v,. Then the ratio of the
electric force to the magnetic force is
E _ i~m6  veE > 1, (2.58)
v,B eB wee
and the electrons are unaffected by the magnetic field. Since, due to the high col-
lision frequency, there cannot be two different velocity components of electrons
at the same place in this region, there can be no double layers and quasineutrality
will be satisfied everywhere. Since the effective collision rate due to instabilities
tends to scale with wpC, it decreases with distance from the source. Then at
some radial distance, r, from the contactor, Eq. 2.57 is no longer satisfied and
the electrons no longer behave like an unmagnetized fluid. Even beyond this
radius, electrons can diffuse slowly across the magnetic field, and it is shown in
Chapter 3 that it may be possible to collect electron current out to a radius rl.
The electron current collected is
I, = 27rro2J 0 , (2.59)
where reo,, is at least as great as the radius r where Eq. 2.57 ceases to be
satisfied and is equal to the r1 defined in Chapter 3, if the model described there
is applicable. Both possibilities are evaluated, to set upper and lower bounds
on Ie. Note that rcor, must be smaller than the radius r at which the contactor
ion density is equal to the ambient ion density and must be smaller than the ion
Larmor radius [29].
Equations for Core Region
The core region will satisfy the following equations as given in Ref. [36]:
contactor ion density ni,
r2  (r2nivi) = nn. (o'v)ionization - L(oTv)r..com ation (2.60)
ambient ion density nambient,
nambient = nambient(oo) exp(-eo/Ti) (2.61)
neutral density, nn,
S (n = -nine (v)recombintion+nnn, (ov) onization-3- en, ev, (T, -Ti)
rt' r mi
(2.62)
potential q,
a I, ( I,.\ 1 mv, I T. On
S( 0 - )) 4= -,4rn, r 4rrn, Or en 4r2 n
(2.63)
electron temperature T e,
1 (r 2'rc -Tr E - Eionnnn, (v)ionization (2.64)
r' r ar 47rr
electron density n,,
ne = ni + nambient. (2.65)
where (oV)ionization and (av),,,combination are given in Ref. [34]. In Eq. 2.64 the
electrons are taken to be heated ohmically and to lose their energy mainly as
a result of ionization. The sources used to produce the plasma cloud typically
emit cold ions and hot electrons. Therefore, the ion and neutral temperatures are
chosen to be the same, with the neutral velocity vn given by vn = /2kT/mi. The
value of the equivalent temperatures is chosen to be the ambient ion population's
temperature with quasineutrality is imposed in Eq. 2.65.
The ion velocity in the core region will be determined from the ion momentum
balance. Devices that are used to produce plasma clouds eject ions with a
velocity that is on the order of the ion acoustic velocity. In this case the ion
velocity, vi, with vio defined as the initial ion velocity, will be given by
1 12miv + eq = 2miVa o+ eqo, (2.66)
assuming that the ions are weakly collisional in the core. Consequently, ion
energy loss from elastic collisions can be neglected. These equations for the core
cloud region must be solved subject to the following constraints:
I = constant (2.67)
while at at r = r.nod,,
ni(ranode) = 2 (2.68)
4 revioranode
I, is the equivalent ion current contained in the plasma flow leaving the source.
The initial neutral density is
nn(ranode) = n,(ranode)(1 - fi)fA (2.69)
where f, is the initial ionization fraction. The neutral mass flow rate per unit
area associated with plasma cloud is
h- 4= rM (M ) I (1 - fo)/f,. (2.70)
M is the atomic weight of the gas atoms and m, is the mass of a proton. The
boundary conditions on electron temperature are:
T, = Te(ranod,) (2.71)
and
Te 
_ T(ranode) I (2.72)
- I- = - (2.72)ar e 47r
The electron thermal conductivity expression used is the classical expression [15]:
r = 3.2n,T,/(mve). (2.73)
The differential velocity between electron and ions is
VD = 1 (2.74)47rr2 en,
The electron collision frequency is given as
Ve = Vei + Ven +acoustic+ vBuneman (2.75)
where for
VD> 1$ + (-) - exp T(, (2.76)
the ion acoustic instability can be triggered and gives [55]
Te vD
aostic = 10-2 p. (2.77)
Ti Uthe
For VD > Vths, the Buneman instability can be triggered, giving [43],
(•.e 0.61
VBuneman 0.53 Wpe. (2.78)
The magnetic field is chosen to be the diamagnetically modified field. The
diamagnetically modified field is that in which B = 0 for #P > 1 and B =
Bambsient•FtV- for / < 1. The plasma parameter P is defined as:
P = ne(Te + Ti)I(B'/21o). (2.79)
Discussion of Solutions
In order to evaluate a lower bound on rcore, the equations for the core region,
given in the preceding section are solved, for the definition of rcore given by
Eq. 2.57. The equations are solved by making a guess on the incoming electron
current and then marching forward in radius from the plasma contactor until
the appropriate condition, Eq. 2.57, is satisfied. The electron saturation current
across r = reore is then calculated and compared to the initial guess. If the
two did not agree, a new guess for the incoming electron current is chosen and
the process repeated. This iterative procedure is continued until the electron
current entering the central anode is consistent with the electron saturation
current crossing the core radius.
This model has been extensively discussed in Ref. [36]. Typical gains were
close to 1. This low gain is due to the fact that the core region where Eq. 2.57
is satisfied is too small to collect much electron current. In the collisionless
double layer model, much higher gains, over 100, are possible. These high gains
occur because electrons are collected across the magnetic field due to the force
resulting from the very large potential drop across the double layer. This large
potential drop in turn reduces the efficiency of the tether. It may then be more
efficient to produce ion current than to collect electron current across such a
large potential.
The current collected through a quasineutral cloud is shown against the far
field electron saturation current density for a one ampere ion source current in
Figures 3.20 and 3.21, using -> as the boundary condition, alternatively
expressed as Er > ve,B. This condition provides an upper bound on the core
radius available with this quasineutral solution [36]. This is the macroscopic
fluid approach and implies that the electric field forces dominate the magnetic
field forces if the radial electric field component of force exerted on the electron
fluid is greater than the swirling magnetic force on the electron fluid. It can be
seen that this yields a finite core radius since for r -- oo, the potential drops as
a function of the inverse square of this radius r, and since ve,r 2 - Constant,
Er/ve, B - 1/r -+ 0 is obtained. Therefore, if E,/ve, B > 1 is an initial condition,
Table 2.1: Load power and efficiency of quasineutral contactor
Rload 0
10
100
1000
5000
I(A)
25
17.5
4.38
1.01
0o (V)
27
26.3
24
21.7
Pload(W)
6260
30670
19180
5113
'1
4.7%
33.2%
83%
95.7%
r.ore has a finite value.
The numerical results for this quasineutral model are plotted in Figure 3.20.
The gain calculated is at most on the order of 2 and varies by about a factor
of 3 for the four order of magnitude variation in the source. In Figure 3.21, the
current voltage characteristic is plotted for a quasineutral contactor with a far
field electron saturation current density of 2 x 10- 3 A/m -2 and with Te(ranode) =
2.5 eV. The current is mainly composed of outgoing ions with a low voltage drop
of L 20 Volts. (These plots are included in Chapter 3 since they also contain
results from the modelling presented in that chapter.)
Table 2.1 shows the load power Pload and efficiency Yr = Rload I/total for dif-
ferent values of R1oad. These values are calculated using the ambient plasma and
tether parameters Bo = 0.33 x 10- 4 T, spacecraft orbital velocity vo = 8 km/s,
tether length L = 20 kinm, tether impedance Rt = 200 fl, average ionospheric elec-
tron saturation current density J," = 2 x 10- 3 A/m 2 , and using the potential 0o
obtained for the quasineutral model (with T8 = 2.5 eV at ranode), O0 = 21.71.0676
[29].
In this case, the maximum power obtained at - 80% efficiency is 19 kW,
much higher than in in Table 3.2. In comparision with the collisionless double
layer model results, the energetic cost of producing amperes of ion current with
the collisional quasineutral model must be weighed against the cost of the high
potential associated with the space charge limited double layer.
In Chapter 3, a model is explored that is similar to the collisionless double
layer model in the behavior of electrons along the magnetic field, but is colli-
sional and quasineutral across the magnetic field. This anisotropic model has
characteristics that fall between those of the collisionless double layer and col-
lisional quasineutral model. The anisotropic contactor model permits modest
gains, typically 2 to 10, at moderately low potential drops. Also presented in
Chapter 3 are the results of analyzing the figures of merit for a contactor plasma
with a one-dimensional radial expansion through a collisional quasineutral core
attached to a collisionless double layer that bridges the gap to the ambient
plasma.
2.4 The Katz, et. al. Model
In [58], Parks and Katz decribe a model of a hollow cathode plasma contactor
for use in conjunction with an electrodynamic tether system. Their theory
addresses the potential profile of a plasma in the vicinity of a sphere with a
diameter greater than a Debye length. They assume that the spherical body
operates at a constant current and attracts electrons across a space-charge-
limited sheath. Three different regimes of current collection are characterized:
I, < me/mie (2.80)
mle/miIe < i < 1. (2.81)
IP > le (2.82)
Their work in analyzing these regimes led them to the conclusion that a plasma
contactor generated plasma would eliminate the space-charge sheath. This was
a desirable result since such sheaths create a high impedance that impacts the
efficiency of a system such as a tethered satellite. Eq. 2.81 predicts a high-
impedance space-charge-limited sheath collecting surface while Eq. 2.82 provides
a resistive quasineutral transport mechanism. The third region in Eq. 2.82
yields low-impedance ion transport. Region 2 appears as the optimal choice for
modelling efforts.
However, the availability of chamber data indicating the formation of double
layers during plasma contactor experiments has prompted Katz, et. al., to exam-
ine this particular phenomenon. In [24], Davis et. al. further develop the model
with the intention of accounting for the two component of electrons observed
primarily in the laboratory experiments of Wilbur [85,86,87,91,921 and Patter-
son [61,621. This two component flow occurs for current collection greater than
100 mA when the contactor plasma is in ignited mode, undergoing ionization.
It is believed that the electrons are accelerated significantly enough through the
double layer to ionize contactor emitted neutrals. Subsequently created ions
leave the high density core region and the newly created electrons are collected
to the contactor anode along with the high energy electrons. The core region
for this case is taken to be the ignited plasma region.
Outside of the region of the ignited plasma, the electron population once
again consists of two components. A Maxwellian component is measured at an
energy of 4-8 eV and a low density monoenergetic component is present with an
energy equivalent to the difference between the source electrons and the ambient
plasma.
Davis built this version of the model upon the Wei and Wilbur [83] double
diode model described in Section 2.2.1. Her addition to the model is the inclusion
of finite temperature effects and as well as an accounting of the repelled species.
Ionization of contactor neutrals within the plume is considered critical to the
model and the primary mechanism for current enhancement. Within this scheme
the contactor plasma is comprised of accelerated ions, thermal electrons and
neutrals expanding radially. The ambient plasma contains background neutrals
in addition to the ambient ions and electrons present. Poisson's equation as
given below is solved self-consistently for an all-inclusive charge density,
- V'2 = p = e(ni. + n,5 + n,,) + p, (2.83)
where p, is charge density of the charged particles of ambient plasma and ni, is
the number density of ions created through ionization in the plasma core and
all other variables are defined as before. The boundary conditions used are
--= k at a small sphere of radius rm,n (2.84)
= 0 at outer boundary of calculation space ramcbr (2.85)
Additional boundary constraints are also applied within the model depending
upon the physical nature of the chamber experiment or the spacecraft under
study. Spherical symmetry is assumed in the expansion of the plasma and in
the formation of the double layer. Some calculations have been done with a
cylindrically symmetric plasma cloud but the results have not yet been pre-
sented.
The ionization fraction of the contactor neutrals is considered to be deter-
mined by the accelerated electron population that has passed through the double
layer. Note, however, that the interaction produced ions do not affect the charge-
exchange plasma flow but do alter the local density. Due to the high thermal
component of electrons, angular momentum is be taken into account. This an-
gular momentum consideration yields peak electron density estimates that are
more in line with the electron density measurements taken in the experiments
mentioned at the start of this section.
A plasma with the electron, ion, and neutral components described within
the Davis, et. al. model forms a double layer if the value of Ok is significant
enough. This presence of a double layer is obtained through the solution of a
multiple root problem by Katz and Davis [44]. The charge density equation has
a single root at r,ni, and at rm,,. However, within the region between these two
radii, the charge density equation is found to have three roots. It is assumed
that the plasma potential profile is adjusted so that the root with the higher
potential value is present at the inner edge of the double layer and the lower
potential value root at the outer edge of the double layer. If there is to be
a continuous plasma profile, quasineutrality cannot be maintained within the
double layer so that charge separation then develops.
Katz and Davis describe the multiple root theory as a "Van der Waals-
like" theory. The analogy is made between Van der Waals theory for liquid-gas
phase transitions and the theory they present for the formation of double layers
between two different plasmas. In this theory they identify the parameter rDL
as the radius at which a double layer forms in a case of a spherically expanding
plasma in which Poisson's equation is satisfied. The charge density expressions
used in their formulation are limited to those double layers where rd.l. < ri and
are collisionless.
2.5 Contrast and Comparison of Modelling Ef-
forts
In this section, a comparative study is undertaken of the theoretical plasma
contactor models to gauge the plasma contactor's capability to enhance current
collection. This section is intended to supplement the examination of the indi-
vidual theories performed in the preceding sections. This comparison is made
among all of the models presented thus far in this work. The model for elec-
tron current collection by a plasma contactor presented by Dobrowolny and Iess
[25,42] and by Hastings and Blandino is that of quasineutral flow. Solutions
have been obtained by Dobrowolny and Iess in which double layers have been
included. Numerical simulations have been run to verify this analytic solution.
Data have been obtained that yield a current collection enhancement factor dif-
fering from the model in order of magnitude as well as from the Hastings and
Blandino model. In contrast, the Wilbur, et. al. model is based upon space-
charge-limited current flow. A numerical solution to the spherical double sheath
problem has been determined. Various hollow cathode operating conditions have
been examined in an effort to under the hollow cathode and "ambient" plasma
interactions. The modelling of Katz, et. al., has included both quasineutrality
and double layers.
The Wei and Wilbur model is not adequate for the purposes of most required
modelling when used by itself since it does not offer enough of a description of the
plasma process. The thin collisionless double layer does not appear naturally
under most operational conditions for a plasma contactor. So it is necessary
to place additional constraints upon the model and to use it in conjunction
with other modelling tools to reasonably reflect the contacting process. This
model also does not apply to LEO conditions as it stands without appropriately
set current collection bounds. Analysis and numerical simulations detailed in
Chapter 3 build upon this model.
Note that the Wei and Wilbur collisionless unmagnetized space-charge-limited
spherical double layer model is essentially identical to the collisional fluid model
of Parks and Katz [59] in the limit that the resistivity tr is sufficiently small and
er7J < VP, given P as the pressure and J as the current density. In this case,
the potential gradient eVq = VP + er7J is dominated by the potential gradient
term VP, known in Katz' terminology as the barometric term. The major dif-
ference between these two models lies in the treatment of ionization. Wei and
Wilbur have a completely collisionless double layer that can model relatively
thin sheaths rather well while Katz et. al. have set out to include ionization
and extend the theory to thicker layers. This extension is necessary so that
the collisonal processes upon which high system gain with low impedance is
predicated can be effectively taken into account. However, it is not necessarily
beneficial to the contacting system to rely on the ionization of background and
source neutrals for this high gain, as is discussed in Chapter 3
The Dobrowolny and less approach is self-consistent and offers a solution
in one dimension, but at the expense of an oversimplification of the system.
Consequently, its results have rather limited applicability to the primary region
of interest, space. The greatest deficiency is in the neglect of the magnetic field
effects on the contacting plasma. The other models either make some attempt
to incorporate those effects, or there exists a natural step that can be taken to
include it, as is done with the Wei and Wilbur model in Chapter 3. There is no
credible justification for the neglect of the magnetic fields effects on the travel of
the electrons to the anode, despite the presence of anomalous resistivity. That
is especially true when we, pe. Their analysis of the magnetic field effects is
limited since it pertains to the one dimensional flow regime and it is clear that
the modelling should be at least two-dimensional to consider both the direction
along and the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field lines.
However, Dobrowolny and less do account for the formation of double layers
within their model, in a manner similar to the Katz and Davis multiple root
theory. In their full solution of their fluid model using Eq. 2.55, Dobrowolny and
less can obtain solutions that are singular. Such cases represent the formation
of double layers where quasineutrality breaks down and Poisson's equation must
be solve to obtain the plasma potential profile. Dobrowolny and less primarily
solved for regular solutions of Eq. 2.55 with their numerical techniques. Katz
and Davis, on the other hand, formulated a multiple root solution using charge
density as function of potential to solve Poisson's equation. This allowed them
not only to solve for the potential profile but also to determine at what radius the
double layer forms. Despite this inclusion of double layers within their model,
the gains calculated by Dobrowolny and Iess are still less than those predicted
by the collisionless space-charge-limited theories.
The Hastings and Blandino collisional quasineutral model is handicapped by
its contention that there can be no significant electron current collected from
those regions where v < wce. As will be shown in Section 3.2, a contactor
cloud can in fact collect current in those regions. It should be noted that the
collisionality stopping condition, ve/w,,, provides an essentially nondimensional
collision frequency since w,, remains roughly the same beyond the point where
the plasma / parameter is of order unity. The numerical work of Blandino [10]
showed that the E/vB stopping condition yields a core radius significantly larger
than the Vc/wee stopping condition as the contactor output ion current increases.
This is primarily due to the fact that the v,/w,, curve indicates the increasing
resistance in the plasma cloud. Another key point brought out by Blandino's
numerical results is that the collisions within the core are quite insensitive to
the ambient neutral density. This is due to the fact that the dominant collision
frequencies are those between the electrons and the contactor ions and between
the electrons and the contactor neutrals. His study found that at contactor ion
emission currents at or below 1.0A, ionization did nothing to increase the gain
of the system. Blandino's conclusion based upon those results was that random
thermal current collection was the primary factor determining the gain of the
contacting system. Blandino [10] offers further discussion on the collisionality
stopping condition versus the E/vB stopping condition.
Both the Dobrowolny and Iess model and the Hastings, et. al. model require
a substantial amount of turbulence to attain the required collisionality for the
electrons within the core region. The gains calculated with the Dobrowolny
and Iess quasineutral model are much higher than those calculated with the
Hastings, et. al., quasineutral model. While the Dobrowolny and Iess model
neglects entirely the magnetic field effect, Hastings, et. al. accomodates this
effect. In the Hastings and Gatsonis [38] two-dimensional quasineutral theory,
this is accomplished by allowing the cloud to expand to rcoe at which point
the electrons become trapped on their gyroorbits. This effect is manifested in
a "free expansion" of the cloud along the magnetic field lines, but also makes
diffusion across the field lines extremely difficult,
a a
- < (2.86)
where 1 is measured along the field lines and r± across the field lines. This
equation reflects the fact that perpendicular plasma variations are much more
rapid than parallel plasma fluctuations. Eq. 2.86 is valid only when the core is
significantly diamagnetic. Such a plasma cloud takes on the cigar shape to be
explored in Section 3.2. The plasma 3 parameter may be used as a measure
for both of the quasineutral theories assumption that the core region is in fact
highly diamagnetic. The magnetic shielding required by the two theories is valid
only if P > 1.
There exists a notable difference in the Dobrowolny and Iess and the Hastings
et. al. in expressions for Vacoustiu. The Hastings expression for the anomalous
collision frequency is taken from Papadopoulos [55]. This expression is more
appropriate for the problem at hand since it is based upon transport equations
for a turbulent stationary state, where stationary connotes a time averaged
stability and not a temporal independence. Observations in the laboratory and
spaceborne data sets indicate the existence of plasma instabilities in tandem
with a stable current. This is significant for plasma contacting since it can lead
to a more collisional plasma. It is critical to include turbulent scattering in the
modelling since it plays a role in maintaining an efficient contacting process. The
data presented in the following sections illustrates the points in this discussion
on modelling.
The four core criteria presented at the outset of this chapter are actually not
as disparate they appear. In fact, they could all be treated within one model.
For the collisionless regime, the pressure balance stopping condition is mani-
fested in the formation of a space-charge-limited sheath. Across that sheath,
one can maintain a regular, self-consistent potential. The trick is to then pre-
serve the regularity of the solution at the boundaries of that sheath and the
collisional quasineutral regions on either side. Clearly a return to ambient den-
sities occurs just past the outer edge of such a sheath and the density matching
condition may be satisfied. A theoretical model is needed that can accomodate
the singularities encounterd during transitions from collisionless to collisional
regimes while preserving the various considerations of ro,,,,. The existing models
adequately predict low current unignited plasma flow between a plasma contac-
tor and the surrounding plasma for high pressure and high density conditions.
But those conditions are typically found in laboratory situations and not in the
LEO environment of interest for the application of electrodynamic tethers.
2.6 Discussion of Laboratory Data
In this section, the plasma contactor experimental setups and their resultant
data sets are presented. This information is used to analyze a plasma contactor's
capability to enhance current collection. The work presented is by members
of Instituto di Fisica dello Spazio Interplanetario (IFSI), Frascati, Italy, by P.
Wilbur and colleagues at CSU, by M.J. Patterson of NASA LeRC, and by R.
Stenzel and J.-M. Urrutia of UCLA. The experimental parameters for a number
of the cases chosen for direct comparison study are shown in Table 2.2, with the
exception of Stenzel and Urrutia. Their work was not set up in a manner to
specifically test plasma contactors, but to examine current collection processes,
and so their experimental setup does not lend itself to the format of Table 2.2.
The electron velocity is calculated according to Eq. 2.87. The data for the
Frascati chamber is that of the tiny chamber in Table 2.2.
2.6.1 Instituto di Fisica dello Spazio Interplanetario Lab-
oratory Data
Experiments have been carried out by Vannaroni, et al., [79] in both the
Freiburg plasma chamber and the 0.5 m3 Frascati vacuum chamber. The exper-
iments pursued in the smaller Frascati chamber can be viewed as a characteriza-
Table 2.2: Experimental Cases
Exp. Pressure Gas H.C. Anode Vell At Ignited
Loc. (torr) H.C. P.S. Bias(V) Bias(V) Dia.(cm) (m/s) (V) a Flow
Frascati 2.4 x 10- 3  Xe N/A +18.5 +12.5 4.2 N/A N/A N/A Yes
Freiburg 3.2 x 10-' Xe Ar 0 +11.0 4.2 1.33 x 106 5 2 Yes
CSU 4.3 x 10-6 Xe Xe +12.0-20.0 Bias Pt. 3.0 4.05 x 106 40 0.8-t1.0 Yes
LeRC 2.3 x 10-6 Xe Ar +50.0-250.0 Bias Pt. 24.0 3.75 x 106 42 _ 0.9 Plume
tion of the hollow cathode device later used in the Freiburg plasma facility. No
plasma simulator was used at Frascati in the small chamber. The new, larger
plasma chamber at Frascati has just recently come on line and data that has
been taken thus far has yet to be released for study.
The dimensions of the Freiburg facility are 2.5 m in diameter and 5.5 m in
length, with a Kaufman thruster used to simulate the ionospheric plasma. Ex-
ternal Helmholtz coils were used to compensate for Earth's magnetic field as
well as to generate field components within the chamber if desired. Only the
data set for which the terrestrial magnetic field compensation occurred has been
released to date. However, preliminary analysis [411 of the data indicates that
the plasma parameters show a 10-20% variation when the plasma is magnetized
with the Helmholtz coils. The Kaufman thruster is operated with Argon. The
Ar+ was expelled from the thruster at an energy of 60 eV. The thruster plasma
source and the hollow cathode assembly were separated by 370 cm.
There were two electrical connections available for the hollow cathode assem-
bly,
1. To the system ammeter for characterization of the hollow cathode
I-V curve
2. To a voltage source to polarize it with respect to the chamber wall
For the hollow cathode device, a cathode to anode/keeper discharge current
is expected to result in a high density region of weakly ionized, highly collisional
plasma freely expanding into the surrounding vacuum. Upon expansion to large
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distances away from the contactor, the cloud is taken to be low density and
collisionless. Experimentally, the Langmuir probe is used to obtain the plasma
profile and it is assumed that the plasma potential in the plasma immediately
surrounding the hollow cathode is equal to the keeper voltage, thereby normal-
izing the values of the plasma potential in order that plasma variation may be
studied.
Fig. 2.11 shows the case where only the plasma simulator was operating and
characterizes the plasma potential, electron and ion density, and electron tem-
perature. The data are plotted, along with solid lines indicating the theoretical
conical expansion mentioned above. It is believed that saturation of the Lang-
muir probe used for these measurements resulted in the electron deviation from
theory in the region of proximity to the plasma source.
Fig. 2.12 shows similar plasma parameter maps for the case of the hollow
cathode operating biased with respect to the plasma chamber wall at VHc = 0 V
and with the plasma simulator off. The Langmuir probe obtained the plasma
profile and it is assumed that the plasma potential in the plasma immediately
surrounding the hollow cathode was equal to the keeper voltage, thereby nor-
malizing the values of the plasma potential in order that plasma variation may
be studied.
The third operating condition studied was with the hollow cathode and the
plasma simulator functioning simultaneously. With both plasma sources oper-
ating, the chamber pressure was 3.2 x 10-4 Torr. For this portion of the ex-
periment, the plasma simulator was electrically connected to the chamber wall
and the hollow cathode was then polarized with respect to the plasma simulator.
With the hollow cathode assembly at the same potential as the plasma simulator
and the anode of the hollow cathode at +11 V, an increase in the temperature
of the electron population was detected along with an appreciable de/dr located
between 15 cm and 30 cm from the hollow cathode plasma source. This interac-
tion study was hindered by the fact that the resolution of the Langmuir probe
was not fine enough to fully examine the potential profile and that the profile did
not span the entire distance along the chamber axis between the hollow cathode
and the plasma simulator.
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2.6.2 Colorado State University/NASA Lewis Research
Center Laboratory Data
The plasma contactor laboratory testing conducted under Wilbur's direction
has been accomplished with the apparatus depicted in Fig. 2.13 . This test
setup includes two separate hollow cathode devices, one simulating the ambient
space plasma and the other coupling to this "ambient" plasma as a spaceborne
hollow cathode would. An anode design was chosen for the contactor hollow
cathode such that the size of the contactor anode could be altered. This design
was chosen for the contactor so that the effect of altering the contactor anode
on the electron collection process could be examined. The capability existed to
bias the contactor with respect to the "ambient" plasma, the simulator, and the
chamber wall. When the contactor is operating in electron collection mode, the
case of interest within the context of this paper, the two switches A and B in
Fig. 2.13 are placed in Position 1. In this configuration, the hollow contactor
was biased with respect to the simulator, which was electrically connected to
the chamber wall.
Wilbur has done extensive work operating the plasma contactor at one set
colleciton current, flowrate, and discharge power level so that numerical models
could be compared to experimental data. For the 12 cm anode diameter case
with a bias voltage of +18.0 V and effective flow rate of Xenon at 230 mA-eq, the
electron current collected through the double sheath was 750 mA while the ion
emission current was calculated to be approximately 1 mA. This case indicated
the presence of a high gain, thin double layer was present at the collector.
The data collected indicate that a potential profile such as that depicted in
Figure 2.14 existed under these plasma conditions. Figure 2.15 gives a magnified
graphical view of the sheath structure at the collector.
When the effects of anode size were investigated, a 3 cm anode was chosen
to measure the contactor's performance relative to the 12 cm anode. The major
differences found between the two cases were the higher voltage drops, lower
overall system gain, a spreading of the double layer, and a reduction in the core
size of the contactor plasma. Consequently, it appears that the inner radius of
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Figure 2.13: CSU Test Apparatus Schematic [851
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the double layer is "anchored" to the anode radius unless there is significant
pressure due to ionization to displace it farther from the anode. When such
displacement occurs, the double layer spherical symmetry breaks down.
Patterson [62] has conducted a series of plasma contactor studies at NASA
LeRC using the apparatus depicted in Figure 2.16. Chamber tests of the CSU
contactor and simulator have also been performed in conjunction with Patterson
at NASA LeRC [85]. Patterson [61] has tested principally four different con-
tactor geometries, a 30 cm ring cusp contactor with a repressor grid, 30 cm ring
cusp contactor with a baffle, a 12/24 cm circular anode and a 12 cm closed drift
discharge contactor. While the electrical configurations of the hollow cathode
and the plasma simulator in both the CSU and NASA LeRC test facilities re-
main the same, the pressure conditions of the two facilities do not, as Table 2.2
shows.
Patterson's data set for the 24 cm anode presents a very clear progression
from spherical double-sheath formation at low current to ionization at high cur-
rent and breakdown of the spherical double layer symmetry. The case listed in
Table 2.2 is that of double sheath formation at low current. The plasma poten-
tial contours for this case are indicated in Figure 2.17. Viewing the potential
contours along the axial direction, it appears that a double layer of rr - 0.8 de-
veloped at 50 cm. Further experiments performed by Patterson at LeRC demon-
strated the double sheath broke down at emitted ion currents greater than 1 A.
This indicated that the wider the double sheath became, the greater its asymme-
try and likelihood that the plasma flow would ignite, causing volume ionization.
This is shown in Figure 2.18 in which the experimentally measured double layer
radius ratios are plotted against those predicted by Wei and Wilbur [83]. A num-
ber of different space plasma simulators, SPS units numbered 1-4, were used by
Patterson in this investigation.
Facility effects on the contactor performance could be evaluated using the
combined data sets of Wilbur and Patterson [61,85]. Figure 2.19 compares the
current-voltage characteristics obtained using the CSU 12 cm anode contactor
in the CSU and NASA LeRC test facilities. In the NASA LeRC chamber, the
separation distance between the contactor and the ambient plasma simulator
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current = 0.23 A [61]
was 8.6m, three times greater than the separation distance available in the
CSU chamber. Given the larger tank size, the background pressure was lower
for comparable gas flow rates of both the contactor and the simulator. The
performance of the contactor in the CSU facility is very close to desired levels
since the contactor potential maintained is nearly constant over the range of
currents measured. This performance was inferior in the NASA LeRC facil-
ity where higher contactor potentials were required to attain similar collected
electron current levels.
2.6.3 The Stenzel and Urrutia (UCLA) Laboratory Data
Stenzel and Urrutia have focussed on the analysis of various current config-
urations in order to determine the feasibility of the tether circuit envisioned for
spaceflight. They studied current propagation and magnetic field effects upon a
magnetoplasma in the laboratory in an effort to come to an understanding of the
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Figure 2.20: Schematic of UCLA Experimental Apparatus [78]
circuit of an electrodynamic tether in LEO. Their experimental setup, depicted
in Figure 2.20 [78], had the chamber walls, the anode, and the electrodes them-
selves acting as reference electrodes. A pulsed Argon plasma was produced so
that the experiments could be performed in its afterglow. An external solenoid
was used to generate a dc magnetic field. Transmission lines used were insulated
thin wires placed either perpendicular or parallel to the chamber's z-axis. The
time-varying magnetic field induced by the current switching was measured in
three dimensions [78].
Stenzel's and Urrutia's experimental results have led them to the conclusion
that the current transport is set not by the current-carrying particles speed
but by the electromagnetic waves in the plasma and the time derivative of the
currents. The electrons dominate the wave mode selection due to their higher
mobility. Given the plasma parameters in the experiment, the whistler mode
was selected by the plasma [78]. The domination of the current transport by the
electrons ends when the ions achieve inertial steady-state, a condition that does
not seem likely to occur in the LEO regime. Conductivity along the magnetic
field lines is greater than across it so that field-aligned-currents are not the
obvious result. The direction of current flow was found to be dependent upon
the electric fields present which were directly affected by the anode geometry.
In the event of non-linearity, Urrutia and Stenzel concluded that these self-
consistent electric fields could dominate the conductive anisotropy, therefore
opening the way for anomalous cross field transport to occur.
2.6.4 Agreement of Laboratory Data with Theoretical
Models
In the UCLA chamber experiments, the electron Larmor radius was small
with respect to the plasma potential. Consequently, diffusion of electrons across
the magnetic field due to anomalous transport played a significant role in the
plasma cloud dynamics. Urrutia and Stenzel measured an electron collection
current at their anode a few factors larger than the electron saturation current
that passed through the flux tube of magnetic field lines intersecting the anode.
This effect remained pronounced even when the effective collision frequency was
less than the electron cyclotron frequency. Urrutia and Stenzel attribute this
anomalous cross field transport to ion acoustic instabilites arising as a result of
E x B electron drift relative to the unmagnetized ions. Such a situation would
produce azimuthal wave electric fields that in turn excit radial E x B drifts.
Another significant phenomenon recorded by Urrutia and Stenzel is that the
enhanced electron current was not continuous in time but occurred in periodic
bursts. This temporal oscillation in current collection was the result of the
periodic nature of the plasma instabilities present during the experiment. It is
not clear whether these instabilities are the result of initial conditions relevant to
the nature of the experimental setup or are an artifact of this type of anomalous
cross field diffusion.
Note that the UCLA data has a high P condition so that the electric field
measured is completely out of character for any collisionless model. The cur-
rent versus time profiles under different operating conditions show the following
characteristics at different operating pressures,
At 10- ' Torr,
1. Growth of anomalously large currents
2. Large currents present due to ionization
3. Current disruption, due to neutral gas depletion
At 10- 4 Torr,
1. Current driven instabilities
2. Current disruption due to ion expulsion by the anomalous electric fields
3. Velocity space is slow to replenish with ions through diffusion
4. Repetition in time of current peaks at the roughly the same amplitude
Stenzel and Urrutia measured a time-varying enhancement of the system gain,
leading to the conclusion that there will exist modes where the plasma contacting
process is an oscillatory one.
The spherically symmetric space-charge-limited collisionless double layer model
outlined in Section 2.2.2 agrees well with the vacuum chamber experiments of
Wilbur [87] at CSU, in those conditions where that type of double layer was
seen. In these experiments, one of the plasma contactor anodes used had a
radius ranode = 6 cm. The radius of the virtual anode, however, where most of
the ionization occurred, was r,,,,,,ource 2 cm. qo varied from 0 to 70 V and the
collected electron current varied from 0 to 1 A. At higher operating currents,
the effective collision frequency, due to streaming instabilities, was too high for
collisionless double layer theory to be valid.
Neutral gas, Xenon, was introduced at the center of the anode at a rate
varying from 1.8 to 13.7 accm. This corresponded to a neutral density ranging
from 3 x 1011 to 1012 cm - 3, concentrated within rour,c, of the origin. For ~o
above some critical value, dependent upon the neutral density, ambient electrons
accelerated in the double layer had enough energy to ionize the gas. With
the occurence of such ionization, the contactor cloud underwent a transition to
an "ignited mode". This ionization was then the major source of emitted ion
current. The electron temperature and density and the plasma potential were
measured as functions of position. The ambient ion temperature was much lower
than the electron temperatures.
In a typical case, with 4o = 37 V, the bulk of the potential drop, 25 V,
occurred in a double layer that was roughly spherical and was located between
ri = 8 cm and ro = 11 cm as measured by Wilbur's chamber apparatus. The rest
of the potential drop occurred between the anode and r,. The potential profile
was virtually flat outside ro. The ambient electron temperature was 5.5 eV, and
the ambient electron density was 3 x 107 cm- S . These electrons had a Larmor
radius of about 15 cm in the earth's magnetic field, which is greater than ro - ri.
Once they crossed the double layer, they had a Larmor radius of about 50 cm,
which is greater than r2/2ranode. Consequently, the electrons can reach the
anode according to the criterion established by Parker and Murphy [57] (see
Section 3.1.3). The assumption in the two component model of unmagnetized
electrons appears then to be valid.
The assumption of collisionless electrons can also be satisfied if the Parks
and Katz estimate [59] of an effective collision frequency v.e - 0.lwpe is used. At
ro one finds v, = 3 x 107 s - 1, and the electron mean free path is about 3 cm,
comparable to the width of the double layer. While at ri one finds ,. = 2 x 107 - 1
and the mean free path of the accelerated ambient electrons is about 10 cm,
comparable to ri. Note that at densities a few times higher, the electron mean
free path would be less than the double layer width, and a double layer could not
exist since it is required that rd.l > AD, as stated at the outset of Section 2.2.2.
This is in agreement with observations at currents above 1 A, as discussed at
the end of Section 2.6.2. There was also a 40 eV ambient electron component
the "primary" electrons, of density 3 x 106 cm - 3. Such a component of electrons
was not included in the two component model presented in Section 2.2.2, but
their effect can be included by using an effective Ta ; 9 eV, which would give
the same electron saturation current as that obtained from the 5.5 eV and 40 eV
components.
The collected electron current, 370 mA, was in good agreement with the
electron saturation current integrated over the area of the double layer 2,rro.
The integration is not taken over 4irr 2 since the collection area was actually a
half sphere. The electrons in the contactor cloud had a temperature TY = 2 eV
and a density ranging from 8 x 108 cm - S at ro,,,, to 2 x 107 cm -S at ri. The
ratio of n,(rource)/n,(r,) is close to the value given by Eq. 2.25. The emitted
ion current I, would then be 2xrrourceene(rource)(Tc/m)1/ 2 = 0.4 mA, fairly
close to the ion current required by Eq. 2.39, 0.7 mA. The observed width of
the double layer, rd.L. z 3 cm, is a few times greater than the width of 0.6 cm
predicted by Eq.(18), but it is likely that the measured width is smeared out by
fluctuations in the instrumentation used to record the measurements as well as
the time-varying changes in the double layer structure.
2.7 Limitations in Ground-Based Experiments
As mentioned in Section 2.6.4, there are conditions that result in chamber
interference with measuring a plasma experiment's critical parameters. This
section discusses those limitations and difficulties encountered in the laboratory.
Double layer formation is seen in the Wilbur and Patterson data sets at low
levels of electron current collection. According to Patterson, at high current
levels, i.e. > 1.0 A, deviations from the spherical double-sheath theory [83]
are seen in the data due to the development of sheath asymmetry and bulk
ionization. Wilbur [85], however, found a clearly demarcated double layer region
at 1.2 A at a standoff distance from the hollow cathode between approximately
25 to 40 cm. This data was taken for the 12 cm anode contactor, with the test
conducted at NASA LeRC. Due to lack of resolution in the Frascati data set, the
question remains as to whether hollow cathode/plasma simulator configurations
besides that of CSU/LeRC yield the double layer result at low, or even high,
electron current collection levels. Upcoming experiments in the new Frascati
plasma facility will address such questions. It is interesting to note, however,
that the 3 cm anode used by Wilbur yields results indicating that the double
sheath spreads may well correspond to a similar phenomenon in the Freiburg
3 cm anode case.
The 24 cm anode LeRC contactor and the 12 cm CSU contactor tested sepa-
rately in the LeRC facility demonstrate an order of magnitude difference in cur-
rent collected, favoring the larger anode size. This type of observation has also
been noted at the CSU facility when the hollow cathode anode size was varied
under the same plasma simulator operating conditions. Chamber wall effects
and Langmuir probe saturation hindered the measurement of hollow cathode
current collection in the Freiburg experiments; analysis of isolated cases of the
hollow cathode biased with respect to the plasma source indicated that the cur-
rent collected was an order of magnitude less than predicted by the Dobrowolny
and Iess model [25,42]. The smaller anode size used with the Frascati contactor
can be compared with the smaller size anode used by Wilbur and Williams [86].
The data indicates that there are five regions of plasma contactor operation
occuring within the laboratory setting. The first region, with currents less than
100mA being collected, does not offer any particular structure in the plasma
profile. In this case, apparently, the emitted ion density is less than the ambient
density even at the anode, so any potential drop will occur in a sheath at the
anode, rather than in a double layer, and the collected current will just be
the ambient saturation current over the area of the anode. A transition region
then exists for current levels just above 100mA in which a spherical double
layer [83] appears to be present but the contactor plume is unignited, i.e. there
is no diffuse glow. The third region, traversing the current range up to 1 A, has
breakdown of the spherical double layer and multiple as well as cylindrical double
layers appear; this region also is ignited flow, i.e. there is a diffuse glow. Just
above 1 A, the ignited flow causes increased ionization. Presumably, streaming
instabilities occur in this fourth region. The spherical double layer model is
completely invalid in this region. Plume domination then occurs in the fifth
region, where currents are well in excess of 10A. The term plume domination
refers to the neutral gas plume emanating from the plasma contactor. The
ionization of this neutral gas creates ions which then dominate the contactor
plasma plume ions in the electron collection process.
A sizable measured radial electric field component does not offer enough in-
formation to justify the existence of a double layer. The density measurements
between the plasma contactor and the ambient plasma simulator must be made
more accurately to assist in the determination of the boundaries between plasma
regions. There is a clear need for better spatial resolution in the probe measure-
ments made in the chamber experiments. It is hoped that such information will
be forthcoming from future experiments.
With regard to the difficulties encountered when Langmuir probe saturation
occurs, it is useful to review the work of Parrot, et. al. [60]. They developed
a theory of cylindrical and spherical Langmuir probes for collisionless plasmas
in which the ratio of the Debye length to probe radius, the Debye number,
vanishes. Their modelling results indicated that, for cases where the electron
and ion temperatures were equal in the presheath surrounding the probe and
where quasineutrality was maintained, the potential and density distributions
seemed to have infinite slope at the surface of the probe. As the probe potential
was increased relative to the potential of the surrounding plasma, the current
saturated asymptotically, at a value - 45% greater than the ambient plasma
value. Such an occurrence would have a rather dramatic effect on data collection.
Results within the contactor core cloud would be affected when T.ea Ti, and
the probe potential was greater than the potential of the plasma within the core
cloud. This situation was seen by Williams and Wilbur [86] in results obtained as
they moved their Langmuir probe closer to the anode surface and observed that
it saturated in the high density core region. Measurements in close proximity to
the anode are therefore likely to be compromised due to probe saturation. The
probe potential must be then set carefully to avoid this saturation problem.
There have been interactions of the magnetic field with the plasma that
induce significanct effects on the outcome of experiments, notably Urrutia and
Stenzel and the Frascati group. These studies are critical in assessing which
results model the space environment and which results are purely a function
of chamber effects. One such chamber effect is the possibility of preferential
diffusion of the electron population in the chamber, indicating magnetic field
effects. Better dynamic range of the plasma probes in all three dimensions in
the chamber would answer this and other such questions.
In assessing the relevance of the UCLA data set to LEO conditions, it is not
clear whether behavior similar to that described in Section 2.6.4 would occur in
the regime of free electron flow along the magnetic field and collisional flow across
the magnetic field. Certain conditions, such as those in the UCLA experiments,
could produce ion acoustic instabilities but it is not known at this time whether
the periodic nature of the instabilities inherent to the contacting system in
space would be akin to those seen in the chamber experiments. It would be
useful to quantify the self-consistent electric fields' effects on anomalous cross-
field-transport. Such data could then be used to verify the need for anomalous
resistivity as required by both Dobrowolony and Iess and Hastings.
2.7.1 The Double Layer Correlation Question
Since the chamber experiments are intended to achieve a simulation of the
ionospheric plasma conditions, it is fair to compare the plasma generated to
the ambient ionospheric plasma to determine if the same plasma mechanisms
are at work. Assuming that the plasma simulators are producing "ionospheric"
electrons and that the plasma contactors attract electrons while not expelling
any into the interaction region, the electron velocity may be taken as:
vei = -N / 2 T. In n( ) (2.87)
r[me me nambient (00) )I
Double layers may very often produce noise, i.e. rapid and irregular vari-
ations within a broad band of frequencies [1]. Noise may well cause greater
scattering of the electrons in the double layer than do collisions. Due to the
double layer, there is a broadening of the electron energy spectrum and plasma
expansion occurs perpendicular to the magnetic field. One of the drawbacks of
the prevailing models is their inability to account for such noise. Additionally,
the experiments performed to date have not been equipped to detect such noise
and use the measurement as a means of identifying a double layer.
When two very different plasmas meet at a juncture in space, some process
must set up in which the potential and density differences are handled. In the
case of plasma contactor emission into the ambient space environment, such a
process is required. This type of process must also be considered when assessing
the formation of naturally occuring double layers in the auroral regions of the
ionosphere. It would therefore be useful in the course of this work to examine
such naturally occurring double layers for insight into the possible formation of
double layers with plasma contactors in space.
The literature concerning the natural formation of double layers in space
indicates that the magnetosphere will provide the significant parallel electron
velocity, veil, required for one of the double layer triggering mechanisms along
the earth's auroral field lines [51]. These double layers form as a current is
driven through a plasma that is greater than the current carrying ability of the
charge carriers in the plasma. If an experimental situation in space is such that
the divergence of the electric field is not equal to zero, V . E : 0 , ionospheric
conductivity is high enough, and the parallel electron current, jell, exceeds that
which can be carried along the field lines, significant parallel electron velocity
will result and conditions for a double layer are set. The expulsion of plasma
from a spaceborne hollow cathode could set up a double layer, then, if it met
the condition that a region of divergent electric field was generated within the
expelled plasma or along the field lines attached to this conducting plasma.
The Role of Supersonic Ambient Electrons in Sheath Formation
The double layer theory developed in Section 2.2.2 assumed that T,, > Tia,
an approximation allowing the definition of a sharp boundary ro for the double
layer and the neglect of the ambient ion density within the double layer. These
assumptions are satisfied in ground-based vacuum chamber experiments, but
not in the equatorial LEO regime, where Tea Tia. The question arises as to
whether a double layer equilibrium potential 0(r), can join smoothly onto a
quasineutral potential at r > r, in this case. For that matter, it has not been
properly demonstrated that such an equilibrium is possible even when Tea > Tia,
since there is no consideration of the very outer edge of the double layer.
That outer edge consideration is important where the ambient ion density is
comparable to the ambient electron density, at the transition from the interior of
the double layer, where the ambient ion density is negligible, to the quasineutral
region. It turns out that a double layer equilibrium exists for any Tea/Tia.
This can be shown explicitly for Tea > Ti, and for Tea < Ti.; it has already
been shown by Alpert, Gurevich and Pitaevskii [2] for the more difficult case of
Tea = Tia [29].
In order to have a potential 0(r) asymtotically approaching the quasineutral
solution at large r, it is necessary to have
d (n, - n,) > 0. (2.88)
In other words, the electrons must be supersonic as they approach the double
layer from the outer, i.e. low potential, side. A similar condition exists with
an opposite sign convention for the existence at a wall of a Debye sheath that
joins smoothly onto a quasineutral plasma with a potential that is positive with
respect to the wall. In that case, the requirement is that the ions be supersonic
as they approach the sheath. This case applies to the double layer on the inner,
i.e. high potential, side.
The question of why the ions are always supersonic as they enter the sheath
was considered by Tonks and Langmuir [75], and later by Bohm [14]. Bohm
showed that an electric field, the "Bohm presheath", must exist wherever there
is a plasma source in a quasineutral region. He also showed that this presheath
always accelerates ions to supersonic velocities before they reach the sheath.
On the outer side of the double layer there is no plasma source, but there is a
quasineutral presheath, viz. the potential rise of order Tia associated with the
empty region of electron velocity space due to the fact that electrons are not
emitted from the double layer. This presheath plays the same role in accelerating
electrons that the Bohm presheath plays in accelerating ions. When Tea > Tia,
this potential is given by Eqs. 2.28 and 2.29. At ro, the potential is Ti In 2.
In the vicinity of ro, i.e. for 0(r) < T,,, the ambient electron density, from
Eq. 2.32, is,
ne (r)- 1 - (2.89)
and dn,l/d, evaluated at 0 = Tia In 2, is -(47r In 2)-'/ 2noo (TiaTe) - 1/ 2. The
ambient ion density is simply
ni(r) = nooe( - /Ti ) , (2.90)
so that dn /dq, evaluated at 0 = Ti.ln2, is -(noo/2) T. 1. Then Eq. 2.88 is
always satisfied if T,, > Tia. Note that this would not be true if there were no
presheath outside the double layer, since that case results in a singularity where
dn,/do blows up for q = 0.
When Ta > Tea, the ambient electron density is greatly affected by the
presheath. Therefore, to find 0(ro) one must set n,(r) from Eq. 2.32 equal to
ni(r) from Eq. 2.90, in the limit that >» Tea. In this limit, Eq. 2.32 becomes
n(r) noo Tea 1/2 (2.91)
One then finds 0(ro) ; ½T/a In(Tia/Tea), yielding a potential greater than Tia by
a logarithmic factor. It is obvious in this case that the electrons are supersonic
and Eq. 2.88 is satisfied. Since Eq. 2.88 is satisfied for either Tia > Ta, or
Tia < Tea, and since it is known from Alpert, Gurevich and Pitaevskii [2] that
it is also satisfied for Tia = Tea, it appears very likely that it is satisfied for
all Tea/Tia, although a simple proof of this has not been found. It is worth
noting that Eq. 2.88, and the analogous condition for the inner side of the
double layer, are only satisfied because of processes going on some distance
away from the double layer. Consequently, misleading results could be obtained
from computer simulations of double layers that consider only near-field effects,
and do not properly treat the plasma coming into the double layer [29]. It should
be noted, when treating this problem with a computer simulation, that the use
of a relatively small number of particles per Debye length within the simulation
can cause artificially high levels of thermal fluctuations to be manifested [18].
2.7.2 Correlation of Laboratory Results to Limited Space-
borne Experimental Data Sets
The Space Electric Rocket Test II, SERT II, was a sounding rocket exper-
iment carried out at 1000 km. It was demonstrated on that flight that an ion
could be charge and current neutralized through the use of a plasma contactor.
The Applied Technology Satellite 6, ATS-6, carried plasma contactors to study
active control of spacecraft potential, but its ion engine tests also provided a
great deal of information on potential control through plasma emission. ATS-6
flew in a geosynchronous orbit but the results obtained have applicability within
the scope of this present work. Both of these shots provided valuable information
on charge control techniques [54,84].
With ATS-6, it was found that both the ion engines and ion neutralizers could
effectively discharge large negative potentials over the full range of ambient
plasma parameters. It was demonstrated that plasma emission could control
spacecraft potential and did not generate the differential charging that results
when an electron beam is used for charge control. It was also shown that the
ion sources on both SERT II and ATS-6 were adequate for potential control
even though not optimally designed for that role. The ATS-6 data set indicated
that 1 A of emitted ion current was sufficient to control the spacecraft [54]. Also
notable in the ATS-6 data set was a lack of return ion flux, indicating that ion
contamination of the spacecraft with a plasma contactor may be unlikely.
The Spacecraft Charging at High Altitude, SCATHA, satellite was also a
geosynchronous satellite. When discussing the charging of SCATHA during
active plasma emissions, it is useful to be aware of the composition of the exterior
of the spacecraft. SCATHA was a cylinder 1.75 m long and 1.75 m in diameter.
One end of this cylinder was a conductor tied to ground while the other end
housed the rocket motor. The remainder of SCATHA's cylindrical surface area
was covered with varying dielectric materials.
SCATHA carried the SC-4 charge ejection payload into orbit to make quan-
titative measurements related to charge ejection on satellites [22]. The plasma
source it contained was used to discharge spacecraft ground potential. Ions
could be ejected with both high, keV, and low, eV, energies. In discharging
spacecraft ground with the plasma source, a number of characteristics were
studied, minimum and optimum electron and ion currents required, the electron
and ion current relation, and the physical processes that appeared to make this
discharge mechanism effective. It was determined that spacecraft ground was
most efficiently discharge using high energy ions. It also appeared that a frac-
tion of the electrons ejected from the heated filament of the neutralizer (not the
hollow cathode also onboard) left the spacecraft, creating a sort of plasma-wire.
This plasma-wire [22] apparently sustained low-impedance current flow from the
spacecraft skin to the ambient plasma and helped keep SCATHA discharged.
Space Experiments with Particle Acceleration (SEPAC) was a mission carried
out onboard the Spacelab 1 (STS-9) flight in 1983. Included in its experiments
was the injection of a high density plasma plume with a high power electron
beam. In an attempt to neutralize the Orbiter's potential, an MPD plasma
plume was injected 0.5 seconds after the electron beam emission commenced in
the execution of SEPAC Functional Objectives FO-7-1 and FO-7-2. (In STS
parlance, FO's indicate a particular experiment performed within the entire
mission sequence.) During these particular FO's, an electron beam of 5 kV
at 0.3 A was pulsed with a 5 second pulsewidth. The MPD arcjet firing was
held for 1 msec starting 0.5 seconds after the commencement of each electron
gun pulse. It was determined that the Orbiter's neutralization time ranged
from 6 - 20 msec with a recovery time to the original potential value sometimes
lasting up to 100 msec. The return current electrons during these interactive
experiments with the electron beam and the MPD arcject had spectra confined
to energies below that of the beam energy, 5 kV. The spacecraft potential was
shown to be clamped - 1 V. When this same electron beam was fired without
the MPD arcjet injecting plasma into its vicinity, the electron energy spectrum
peaked at 1.1 keV and significant fluxes of electrons above the beam energy were
measured. The conclusion was therefore drawn that the plasma injection served
to control the charging of the spacecraft [69]. However, no data appears available
with which one could study the MPD plasma plume dynamics during these
interactive operations. Such data are a particularly critical need for assessing
the capacity of the plasma contactor to act as a vehicle neutralization device.
The CHARGE 2 rocket was launched in December of 1985 and recent analysis
of the data gathered from its flight has pointed to electron collection enhance-
ment as a direct result of the firing of neutral gas jets [30]. CHARGE 2 was
a mother-daughter rocket experiment in which the mother and daughter pay-
loads were connected by an electrically conductive tether. An electron beam
was mounted on the mother payload. The mother and daughter payloads used
cold nitrogen gas in the thrusters of their attitude control systems. The vehicle
potential was seen to be controlled by the injection of the nitrogen gas into the
ambient plasma and subsequent ionization of this neutral gas.
Prior to the flight of the ECHO 7 [93] sounding rocket early in 1988, the
University of Minnesota had launched six sounding rockets that carried high
energy electron beam experiments to study the reflection of these electrons off
of the conjugate hemisphere and to study the interaction of these electrons with
the various plasma regions encountered [3,94,95]. All six of those flights yielded
similar data in terms of spacecraft charging and neutralization, but the bulk
of the published results center around the ECHO 3 and 6 flights. ECHO 7
was a collaborative venture between Winckler's University of Minnesota group,
Arnoldy's University of New Hampshire group, the Space Physics Division of
the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, AFGL (now GL), and Hallinan's group
at University of Alaska.
In both the ECHO 3 and 6 flights, the equilibrium spacecraft potential oc-
curred at -1.2 V. During the modulated electron beam emissions at 2 msec
pulse intervals, the spacecraft achieved highly positive potentials. The analysis
of these potential levels and the surrounding plasma densities has been impeded
due to the presence of scattering, thermalization, and secondary emissions. The
best estimates indicate that the spacecraft charged to +10 V for approximately
one ion gyroperiod right after the firing of the electron guns began. After that
initial ion gyroperiod passed, it is unknown to what positive potential the vehicle
returned.
Directly following the shutdown of the electron beam, the vehicle potential
dropped to a potential of - -4 V within 4 msec. If the beam had been fired up
along the magnetic field lines, the vehicle potential returned to -1.2 V within
4 msec. If this direction was reversed and the beam fired down the field lines, the
electron beam mirrored at the conjugate point and returned to vehicle, resulting
in a potential held at _ 3 V until 16 msec post beam shutdown.
The studies undertaken with the photometers and current detectors flown
on board these rockets indicate that the return current to the vehicle is not
sustained by the ambient plasma alone. Wave-plasma interactions result from
the beam operations and cause heating and ionization of neutrals around the
vehicle. Hotter than ambient electron and ion spectra were measured both dur-
ing and immediately following electron beam operations. Probe data measured
this hot interaction region to be roughly 100 m in diameter. From these studies,
it was concluded that the bulk of the return current was carried by low energy
electron, < 10 eV, and that the return current did not exhibit a strong pitch
angle dependence. In addition, the photometers and current detectors observed
a periodicity in the return current that peaked near 20 Hz. This periodicity
was most probably the result of the existence of a cylindrical sheath, in place
along the rocket's semimajor axis, that oscillated radially as the ions executed
gyromotion in and out of plane.
ECHO 7 was launched in order to study the electric and magnetic field con-
figurations associated with the diffusion and energization of electrons moving
along magnetic field lines that cross the equatorial plane between 6 and 10 RE
and to study the dynamics of beam-plasma interactions [93]. The analysis of
payload sheath structures and payload potentials during the active experimen-
tation is of paramount interest in this present work. ECHO 7 carried a tethered
probe, known as TETHER AFGL, that moved away from the vehicle to mea-
sure the plasma potential profile between the main payload housing and the
external plasma sheath region. The TETHER collecting area was 0.1 m2 and
the potential difference between the TETHER payload and the MAIN payload
was measured with a 109 n voltmeter. The potential difference measured with
only the electron generator firing went as high as 3 kV. When that electron
beam injection was immediately preceded by a gas thruster firing, the payload
potential difference reached only 600 V. This indicated the neutralizing effect of
a plasma release, results quite similar to those seen on CHARGE 2.
The data sets for spaceborne plasma contactor experiments are not extremely
extensive and tend to be mostly for contactors intended to control spacecraft po-
tential. This is due in part to the fact that a number of "contactor" experiments
were recorded purely by chance, e.g. CHARGE 2. Such experiments were often
not fully instrumented to make the necessary measurements of plasma param-
eters to assess the performance of the contacting process. The other problem
is that not a great deal of the work has been published on these spaceborne
contactor experiments, allowing for only basic qualitative assessments of the
contactor's performance in space.
2.8 Experiments Recommended for Furthering
Knowledge of the Plasma Contacting Pro-
cess in Space Conditions
As can be seen from the preceding sections, the process of extrapolating
knowledge gained from laboratory experiments to the environment of space is
not straightforward. Making this correlation even more difficult is the nature
of the differences between the two approaches to a scientific query. Laboratory
experiments offer a proliferation of data, run a relatively low risk at reasonably
low cost and provide rapid data turnaround. The disadvantage of a laboratory
regime relative to the plasma contactor electron current collection process is
the lack of nonlinear theories to extract clear conclusions from the data sets.
Spaceborne experiments have an extremely long lead time, are very expensive
and run high risks. Consequently, there is a paucity of data from spaceborne ex-
periments in this field. If an increase in understanding of the plasma contacting
process occurring in space is to be achieved, it is critical that a laboratory-based
understanding of the contacting process be obtained and its application to the
regime of space be well understood. The necessary follow-on to such laboratory
work is the execution of carefully planned spaceborne contactor experiments.
Such carefully controlled experiments require a higher degree of spatial res-
olution of densities, plasma potential profile, core radius, transition region di-
mensions, contacting boundary, and temperatures in order that the evolutionary
process at work in plasma contacting be quantified. In Section 2.7.2, triggering
mechanisms for double layers within plasmas were discussed. For effective scal-
ing of laboratory investigations to spaceborne experiments, it is crucial that the
triggering mechanisms of double layers in laboratory plasma contacting experi-
ments be examined closely. This may be accomplished by stepping through the
various contactor operating modes matrixed against a range of plasma simulator
injection electron velocities. A search for preferential Maxwellian diffusion as in-
dicative of magnetic field effects should be undertaken in an effort to distinguish
chamber phenomena from the plasma phenomena that will naturally occur in
the lower density and lower pressure LEO regime. From the data presented, it
has been clearly demonstrated that there is a need for effective probe placement
in all three dimensions within the chamber experiments to completely analyze
the contacting region. Mikhailovskii [53] pointed out that an electron streaming
instability results from a finite separation between an anode and a cathode. This
phenomenon should be addressed by performing further interaction studies cen-
tered on the distance between the contactor and the ambient plasma simulator,
building upon the chamber tests previously performed by Wilbur and Patterson.
2.8.1 Spaceflight Recommendations
The data presented in Section 2.7.2 clearly indicates the need for further
spaceborne experiments in order to determine the nature of the plasma con-
tacting process. If plasma contactors are to be used on spacecraft flying in the
auroral regions of the ionosphere or in geosynchronous orbits, then additional
considerations should be made, especially in light of the information gained
from the auroral and geosychronous missions presented in Section 2.7.2. In
the event that magnetospheric substorm or storm activity were to occur during
such flights, conditions would most probably result in electric fields that would
cause the formation of natural double layers. An interesting question to address
would be whether the interaction of this type of magnetospheric activity with an
on-orbit artificially generated plasma would result in a predisposition towards
double layer formation and if so how this would affect the efficiency of the device
in its role either as an amplifier of system power or as an active charge control
device. It is imperative that spaceborne plasma contacting systems be instru-
mented with boom packages that can deploy sensor packages from the contactor
anode at varying distances, all the way out to the ambient plasma. Alterna-
tively, a small free-flying satellite should flown in the vicinity of the contactor
experiment to obtain the necessary plasma profiles. Currently the major elec-
trodynamic tether mission planned utilizing a plasma contacting system is the
Tethered Satellite System 1, TSS-1. There are boom sensor packages mounted
on the TSS-1 subsatellite, but none on the Orbiter and there will be no free
flyer in the vicinity of the Orbiter. The measurements of any sheaths that form
around the Orbiter will be restricted to those made by experiments fixed in the
payload bay.
Opportunities Available on TSS-1
TSS-1 is manifested for flight in May 1991 and presents a number of oppor-
tunities for performing the type of experiments necessary to validate theoretical
modelling of the plasma contacting process. Included among the experiments to
be flown as part of the TSS-1 complement is the Hollow Cathode Plasma Bridge
(HCPB) to be provided by J. McCoy of Johnson Space Center.
The primary objectives of the HCPB are to:
1. Stabilize the potential of the Orbiter ground with respect to to the
ambient ionosphere during deployment of the TSS-1 Satellite,
2. Allow flow of tether currents exceeding 1 Amp into the ionosphere,
without a need for large potential drops at the Orbiter end of the
tethered system,
3. Measure Orbiter ground current flow during operation of the onboard
electron guns and tether deployment,
4. Provide a calibrated, controlled plasma and neutral gas cloud on the
Orbiter.
The HCPB will be operated in a variety of modes to provide data to en-
hance knowledge in such critical areas as the ionization processes associated
with plasma contactor operation, interactions between plasma clouds and the
ambient plasma, interactions between neutral clouds and the ambient plasma,
and processes analogous to the formation, dynamics and decay of comets [6] .
The HCPB will provide the opportunity to study the interaction of a continuous
plasma emission from a moving vehicle with the ambient ionospheric plasma at
Shuttle altitude. The experiment will provide a configuration of a steady-state
nature in that a balance will be achieved between gas and plasma efflux and
cloud growth tied to ion loss processes. This balance will be determined by the
relationship between the conducting plasma cloud, the ambient plasma and the
earth's magnetic field.
The HCPB will provide a neutral flow of either Xenon or Argon at a rate
of 1019 - 1022 neutrals/sec. The matter expelled will be one of the following,
depending on the HCPB mode of operation,
1. Cold gas jet,
2. With internal heater on, hot gas (- T = 1000 o K),
3. Hot gas plume plus plasma generated with application of 8 - 15 V
HCPB external anode.
Prior to tether deployment, the HCPB can be used as an electron collector in
experiments where the Orbiter potential with respect to the ambient plasma is
driven positive. During deployed operations, the HCPB will act as an electron
emitter and is expected to prove that a plasma contactor emits electrons in a
much less energetically expensive manner than an electron beam system does.
The TSS-1 instrument complement will measure a number of plasma pa-
rameters of interest in the study of the contacting process. On the Orbiter,
measurements of ni, n,, Ti, Te, 4Orbiter (with respect to the ambient plasma),
return currents to the Orbiter, and the magnetic field as experienced in the pay-
load bay. Such measurements will provide details on the spatial and temporal
development of the plasma cloud and its interaction with the ambient plasma
as well as critical data regarding the contactor's ability to control the discharge
of the Orbiter's potential. The TSS-1 satellite may be thought of as a Lang-
muir probe as it provides measurements on the cloud interactions in addition
to those listed above as it deploys out to its 20 km stop on station, and during
its retrieval. As an example of this concept, a sudden &Asateuite with respect to
the Orbiter measured along with changes in species density and energy as the
satellite is deploying through the plasma interaction region would be indicative
of an encounter with the boundary of a double layer.
Making the tie to the need for planned laboratory and space correlations,
there are chamber tests planned for the HCPB which involve instrumentation for
measuring its interaction with a simulated plasma and with the TSS-1 electron
guns. These tests will allow the development of a much needed data base in
terms of planning the experiment operations for TSS-1. Without interactive
chamber testing of all of the active experiments and the measurement packages
prior to flight of TSS-1, it will be nearly impossible to understand in real-time
what interactions are taking place on and in close proximity to the Orbiter,
making reliable execution of the mission debatable. Without the inclusion of
the HCPB in the TSS-1 mission, the establishment of large amplitude currents
in the tether at maximum deployed length would be compromised.
Chapter 3
Extension of Plasma Contactor
Modelling to Space
3.1 Application of Space-Charge-Limited Dou-
ble Layer Theory
3.1.1 Introduction
A variety of theories and data sets have been already presented in Chapter 2.
In the following chapter, extensions of existing theories will be presented and
the numerical results of these extensions evaluated. In addition, a new theory
will be presented that makes use of the extension of the space-charge-limited
double layer to space conditions.
3.1.2 Determining Critical Potential for Transition of the
Plasma to Ignited Mode
In this section, the crossover point from contactor plume mode to contactor
spot mode will be addressed. Plume mode is the contactor mode in which there
is high-voltage, low-current plasma discharge while spot, alternatively termed
ignited, mode is that in which there is high-current, low-voltage plasma dis-
charge. Such ignited flow was described in Chapter 2 with regards to a variety
of experiments. The spot, or ignited, mode refers to the discharge in which the
neutral gas outside of the contacting device has become ionized.
The emitted ion current in the chamber experiments described in Section 2.6
is comprised of a rather small ion current I produced by the hollow cathode
source that is independent of the incoming electron current plus a current of ions
produced by ionization of neutral gas caused by the incoming ambient electrons.
These ambient electrons have been accelerated by a double layer separating the
high density core cloud and the ambient plasma. The expression of this total
ion current is given by
= Io + I f drno(r)or, (3.1)
where no(r) is the neutral density, and a is the electron ionization cross-section
at the energy of the incoming ambient electrons, 0o + T,.. For a thin double
layer, Ii = (m,/mi)/21e, so it then follows from Eq. 3.1 that
S= Io [(m./m,) 1/2 - drno(r)] . (3.2)
Eq. 3.2 sets the radius of the double layer since I, must be equal to the saturation
current integrated over the surface of the double layer, Ie = 2Wrr2J,'. The
expression for I, is self-consistent if it gives ro >» ADe(qo/Te)S /4. Otherwise,
the double layer will not be thin, and (me/mi) 1/2 must be increased by the
enhancement factor presented in Section 2.2.1, further reducing ro and I,. A
consequence of Eq. 3.2 is that, as o0 and, hence, a are increased from zero, I,
will gradually increase until 00 reaches a critical value, where
f dr no(r)o = (m./mi) 1/2 (3.3)
At this o0, according to Eq. 3.2, le will blow up. In practice, I, will not become
infinite, but will be limited by several factors:
1) If ro is too much greater than ranoda, the incoming electrons will not be able
to converge completely on the source, and consequently, they will not all be
available for ionization;
2) ro cannot be greater than the size of the tank.
However, one can expect qualitatively that at this critical o0, there will be
a sudden increase in I, and in ro, and that the critical Oo will be a decreasing
function of neutral line density f dr no. At this critical value the plasma will
undergo a transition from plume mode to spot mode. Such a transition to
Table 3.1: Transition to ignited mode
do0
(Volts)
11
16
19
27
36
a
(cm2)
2.3 x 10-16
3.3 x 10-16
3.6 x 10-16
4.8 x 10-16
5.5 x 10-16
f dr no
(cm-2)
9 X 1012
6 x 1012
5.4 x 1012
4 x 1012
3.4 x 1012
Gas flow
(sccm)
13.7
9.6
6.8
4.1
2.7
that ignited mode at a critical o, was seen in the Frascati data [26,79,80,81]
and in Wilbur's [87] and Patterson's [61,62] experiments, as was pointed out
in Section 2.6. Table 3.1 [29] gives a, for Xenon, at electron energy qo + Tea,
with Tea = 9 eV, the required neutral line density for this transition to occur at
each of several values of 00, and the gas flow rate at which the transition was
observed, for each value of o0.
Measurements of the spatial distribution of neutral gas were made by the
CSU and NASA LeRC experimenters, within ranod, 2 cm of the center of the
anode, yielding neutral line densities in good agreement with the theoretical
values shown in Table 3.1. However, the neutral line density near the center
of the anode may not be the critical neutral line density. Measurements were
made of the density and energy of the incoming hot electrons as a function of
radius inside the contactor cloud. While the energies were within the expected
range of values of 0(r) + T,,, and the density at ri was close to the ambient
density multiplied by [Tea/4(rT)]1/2, the density increased more slowly than r-~
at smaller r and was only a factor of 3 greater at ranode than at ri. This indicates
that the incoming electrons were not converging to within ranode of the center
of the anode, but instead spread out over much of the full anode radius of this
6 cm anode case chosen for examination. Alternatively, this could indicate that
the neutral gas expansion did not adhere to spherical symmetry and that the
expected number of electron-neutral collisions did not occur, thereby yielding
a measured electron density lower than that expected from using the overly
simplified spherically symmetric geometry. The proper treatment of the problem
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needs to account for both the more complex geometry of the interaction and the
effect of angular momentum on the geometry.
The failure of the electrons to fully converge may be due in part to their
angular momentum and perhaps in part to the effect of the ambient magnetic
field, effects which were not included in the model examined in Section 2.2.2.
The neutral line density over most of this area was considerably lower than it
was within ranod, of the center of the anode. This gives a neutral line density
that, according to Eq. 3.3, is lower than that required for the transition to
the ignited mode. A possible explanation for this discrepancy is that there may
have been a substantial flux of secondary emission electrons in the vicinity of the
anode, contributing to the ionization rate. Note, however, that this secondary
population should be attracted to the positively biased anode while the newly
liberated secondary ions will move out from the anode. One should also note
that probe saturation due to the high density and temperature of the electrons
could have affected the measurements and the true state of the plasma may in
fact not have been measured.
3.1.3 Extension of Wei and Wilbur Model to Magnetized
Electrons and Finite Anode Size
In order to extend the Wei and Wilbur spherically symmetric space-charge-
limited double layer model to the conditions present in the LEO environment,
one must account for the fact that the path taken by the electrons on their way
to the anode is affected by their angular momentum and by the fact that the
plasma contactor has a finite anode. This is done by using the Parker-Murphy
condition (see Section 3.1.3) to set the value of the outer edge of the double
layer, ro. For comparison, ro is also set to equal the electron gyroradius. The
equations describing this model are discussed in this section.
In Wilbur's ground based experiments [85,86,87,91] in which the 6 cm anode
was used, the Larmor radius of the ambient electrons in the earth's magnetic
field was about 20 cm, much greater than the 3 cm thickness of the double layer
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observed for those experimental conditions. Under those conditions, the mag-
netic field did not significantly deflect the electrons as they crossed the double
layer. After the electrons covered the distance across the double layer, they had
a Larmor radius of about 50 cm. In the 8 cm the electrons then had to traverse
to reach the plasma contactor's collection surface, the anode, they were deflected
deflected by about 1(8)2/50 = 0.7 cm, less than the 6cm radius of the anode.
Consequently, the magnetic field did not inhibit the electrons from reaching the
anode [57]. Hence the model which assumed unmagnetized electrons ought to
be valid under plasma conditions similar to those for the case given above. An
additional critical requirement of the model, ri > ro,~,, is obviously also sat-
isfied in those chamber experiments. Given the restrictions on the mechanical
range of the probes, it is not possible to fully determine the chamber wall effects
on the double layer structure and the chamber wall sheath characteristics.
In space, on the other hand, the ambient electron temperature in the equa-
torial region is much less than that of the simulated ambient plasma in the
chamber experiments, only about 0.1 eV. The Larmor radius, then, is about
2.5 cm and the ambient density is much less than that produced in the ground
based experiments, roughly 105 cm-3 as opposed to 3 x 107 cm - S. Therefore, to
collect an electron current of several amps from the ambient plasma requires an
outer radius ro of tens of meters, much greater than the electron Larmor radius.
The electrons can traverse such a distance only if they undergo collisions or ef-
fective collisions due to some kind of instability. If the electrons can gain enough
energy as they cross the double layer to remain effectively unmagnetized until
they reach the anode, they will also be able to traverse the very wide double
layer. The latter possibility has been considered and it has been found that,
even with rather optimistic assumptions, an undesirably large sheath potential
drop is required, since the result is that most of the tether potential drop occurrs
in the sheath. It is apparent that effective collisions of some kind are needed
in a plasma contactor in space, in order to collect a large electron current from
the ambient plasma with an acceptable potential drop. However, in lieu of a
collisional space-charge-limited double layer model, the Parker-Murphy condi-
tion and the gyroradius limit are employed to extend the space-charge-limited
collisionless spherical double sheath to LEO conditions, underscoring the fact
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that this model results in a rather inefficient contacting system.
Validity of Parker-Murphy Limit
One of the primary motivations, as has been mentioned, in flying plasma con-
tactors in space is to actively control spacecraft potential. In the LEO plasma
regime, the magnetic field is strong enough to prevent cross field electron trans-
port, effectively handicapping efforts to keep a spacecraft's potential close to that
of the ambient plasma through which it is flying. This problem was addressed
by Parker and Murphy [57]. Dissipation of potential buildup through the use of
electron beams was treated by them. The theory they applied to that problem
can also be applied to the plasma contacting process under consideration in this
thesis.
Parker and Murphy developed a theory of drift approximation that led to
the numerical solution of a differential equation. In solving that equation,they
assumed that the potential surrounding the spacecraft is an axially symmetric
function. In the case of very large potentials, when the drift approximation is
invalidated, they used the nonrelativistic constants of motion of an electron to
determine a rigorous analytic bound on the current collected to the satellite. In
pursuit of their theory, Parker and Murphy made a number of assumptions that
will be examined below for their validity under space conditions.
Within their theory, Parker and Murphy assumed that the electron gyroradii
are orders of magnitude less than the radius of the satellite and that the colli-
sional mean free paths are of the order of kilometers [57]. They then state that
the electrons travel freely along the magnetic field lines, while remaining fixed to
those field lines and executing tight spirals around them. With this assumption,
diffusion across field lines was neglected and the concern was exclusively with
E x B electron drift. Neglecting the motional electric field effects, the electrons
are then collected solely from the area of the magnetic flux tube that intersects
the area of the satellite and are taken to be collected from infinity at the ends
of such a flux tube. The cross-sectional area of the flux tube is only slightly
larger than the cross-sectional area of the satellite which is perpendicular to the
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magnetic field lines as a result of finite electron cyclotron radius. Parker and
Murphy assumed that this difference in cross-sectional area is negligible since
the electron cyclotron radius is negligible compared with the satellite radius.
Therefore, the maximum current collected would be the thermal current pass-
ing into the area 27ra 2 , with a equal to the radius of the satellite. Parker and
Murphy also assumed that the magnetic flux tube supplying the electrons from
infinity is not depleted, allowing them to proceed with their derivation of an
upper limit on current collected to the satellite. Also, they neglected the distor-
tion of the local magnetic field due to induced currents circulating through the
satellite and the surrounding ionospheric plasma.
For current collection according to drift theory, Parker and Murphy chose
the cylindrical coordinates, r, 0, and z, to represent the radial, azimuthal, and
axial coordinates of the electron motion. The origin of the coordinate system
was taken to be the center of the spherical satellite, with the magnetic field
uniform and parallel to the z axis. An electron then experiences a radial drift
normal to the axis of the system given by
vr = -(v,/m a (3.4)
where v, and v,, are the radial and axial components of the drift velocity of the
electron's guiding center. The electron's electrostatic potential energy is given
by 4 (r, z). The electron gyrofrequency is given by we, and me denotes the mass
of an electron. Approximating the electric field with an attractive Coulomb
field, the electron's guiding center motion along the magnetic field line then
also experiences drift so that, in Eq. 3.4, the axial component of the electron's
guiding center drift velocity would be negative as would the d2(/draz term,
causing the radial component of the electron's guiding center drift velocity to
be negative. Consequently, the electron's guiding center maps a helical path
around the axis of the coordinate system, meeting the surface of the magnetic
flux tube as it executes this spiralling motion. Such radial drift is a result of
the E x B drift as the electron travels toward the satellite. Eq. 3.4 holds for
Ivr/vZl < 1, the condition of validity for this drift approximation, because vr is
a drift term of higher order than v, [57].
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Parker and Murphy obtained, in a collisionless model and for e 0o > Tea, a
necessary condition which must be satisfied for electrons that have reached ro
to then reach the plasma contactor anode is
rPM/ranode < 1 + (8e1o/meower•node)1 (3.5)
Eq. 3.5 provides the rigorous upper bound on current collection for a satellite
at known potential.
In the majority of the previous analyses of the collisionless space-charge-
limited double layer problem, there was no consideration of angular momentum.
An angular momentum consideration was invoked in [24] and taken up in Sec-
tion 3.1.3. Introduction of Eq. 3.5 allows the angular momentum consideration
desired in Section 3.1.3. Eq. 3.5 can also be taken as a sufficient condition for
collection of electrons to the anode if all of the potential drop occurs in a thin
double layer. However, if the double layer is thick, or if a significant part of the
potential drop occurs in the quasineutral regions on either side of the double
layer, then a further condition must be satisfied if the electrons are to be col-
lected by the plasma contactor anode. Another condition that must be satisfied
is ri > ranode. The work in this thesis shows that for LEO plasma parameters
of interest, the ri 2 ranode condition is more physically realistic than Eq. 3.5 as
an upper limit when considering thick, collisionless, space-charge-limited double
layers.
The Parker-Murphy bound on current collection, while offering a means of
including magnetic field effects in the collisionless space-charge-limited double
layer model, has deficiencies that should be addressed, so that the reader is aware
that the complete solution that provides the necessary condition for electron col-
lection to the anode remains undetermined. Consider the following application
of the Parker-Murphy drift approximation theory. Let j'1 equal the component
of the ambient mean thermal current density parallel to the magnetic field di-
rection, and then,
j = neq(ve) = nq 8kT-. (3.6)V 1rme
For this example, assume that a 1 A electron beam is injected into the ionosphere
at an approximate altitude of 300 km and the following values used for the
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variables in Eq. 3.6,
n, 2 x 1011/m 3
q = 1.6022 x 10-19 C
k = 1.38 x 10-23 J/OK
T 10000 K 0.09 eV
m, = 9.109 x 10- s' kg
a = 1.5 m
B = 0.5 Gauss
As a result, j.1 equals 6.29 mA/m 2 and the thermal current collected would
equal 88.97 mA. Substituting these values into Eq. 3.5, the potential required on
the satellite is 12934 V. Therefore, according to the Parker-Murphy upper bound
on current collection, a satellite potential on the order of 104 V is necessary to
achieve current balance when emitting a 1 A electron beam.
This prediction flies in the face of experimental data. Winckler, et. al.,
in [94], describes the flight of the Echo I beam experiment and the data col-
lected. This experiment proved that for an 80 mA electron beam current, both
the unbiased metallic rocket body and the rocket body biased to 30 V acted
as effective collection devices and adequately restored current balance to the
vehicle. Winckler [94] cites 25 rocket-launched electron beam experiments in
which emitted electron beam currents up to 0.8 A were balanced with spacecraft
potentials much less than those predicted by the Parker-Murphy bound. These
results demonstrate that there is a critical element lacking in the Parker-Murphy
theory. Clearly, Parker and Murphy did not account for other mechanisms that
must be acting to supplement the return current. One such omission is that of
the role played by collisions.
Basically, Parker and Murphy neglect three primary mechanisms for the
achievement of current balance:
1) Spacecraft material charging characteristics and secondary and backscatter-
ing characteristics
2) Return of secondary currents from the ejected plasma itself
3) Possibility of positively charged vehicle itself accelerating return electron cur-
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rent, thereby producing secondaries, in a manner similar to an arec discharge.
Collection of the backscattered electrons, secondaries, and photoelectrons
must play a role in the return current process. Note that these three currents
are material dependent. Therefore, any calculation of the spacecraft potential
necessary to maintain an electron beam discharge while preserving current bal-
ance must include these currents. The ejected beam will interact with the plasma
and create secondaries, adding another element to the balance. The same effects
hold true for ion beam discharges, which create electrons due to ionization in the
ambient plasma. Finally, if the satellite surface potential is positive, the electron
return current is accelerated towards the spacecraft and additional secondaries
are produced, forming an electron avalanche through electron-neutral collisions.
The assumption that the magnetic flux tube that extends to infinity and sup-
plies the collected electrons, cannot be depleted is another point of contention
in the Parker-Murphy theory. Consider the example case at 300 km. If the 1 A
beam is ejected and the plasma parameters are as before, then 1 Coulomb/sec
must be returned to the spacecraft to preserve charge balance, charge on one
electron equalling the value of q given above. An unperturbed volume of iono-
spheric plasma at this altitude then contains 1.602 x 10-8 C/m S . Therefore,
6.24 ms/sec of space is depleted to provide return current to the spacecraft.
This is a substantial drain on the surrounding plasma if one considers such a
crude first order approximation valid. Assuming this depleted volume of 6.24 m 3
to be spherical, its radius r then equals 3.97 m. Then,
r D> X, (3.7)
with AD in the ionosphere at 300 km equal to approximately 6.9 x 10- 3 m. The
assumption that the flux tube is not depleted appears invalidated by the above
example.
This discussion of the validity of the Parker-Murphy theory demonstrates
that the system that achieves current balance cannot be simply comprised of
a spacecraft's collection area and the ambient mean thermal current density,
regardless of whether one is using electron beams or a plasma contactor to
discharge a vehicle. Additionally, the arguments against the Parker-Murphy
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condition that are presented here apply for the case of collecting electron current.
This points out why it is very difficult to apply solely the collisionless theory to
the plasma contacting process. It also illustrates why the anisotropic contactor
model to be elaborated upon in Section 3.2 is so vital to the success of modelling
plasma contactor plasma flow in space. However, the Parker-Murphy limit does
have utility under certain restricted conditions and can be used to provide a
bound on collected current as is done in the following numerical solutions.
Equations used in the Extension to Space Conditions and the Numer-
ical Method Applied
The solution of the Poisson equation given in Wei and Wilbur [83] was
not a straightforward problem. The code developed by this author determined
the correct potential profile and associated gradients relatively autonomously,
representing a significant improvement over the numerical methods used to
date [88,90]. What follows is the explanation of how those solutions are achieved.
Eq 2.17 is written in finite difference form to facilitate its numerical solution,
lh2  + Jo[ 1- ' (3.8)
where is h is the step size in the calculation of the potential versus p in an evenly
spaced grid,
h = P - (3.9)
n+1'
and where n equals the number of steps across the grid. The boundary conditions
given in Eqs. 2.18- 2.21 are written as,
(p) = 1 (3.10)
(Po) = 0 (3.11)
S(Pi) 0 (3.12)
dp(Po) = 0, (3.13)dp
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where,
Pi = in () (3.14)
The initial guess for the potential profile is obtained by calculating the Lapla-
cian solution to Eq. 3.8. Once a potential profile satisfying Eqs. 3.10 and 3.11 is
obtained using Poisson's equation within an inner iterative loop, one then checks
if that profile is the unique space-charge-limited solution for the given boundary
conditions in an outer iterative loop. The unique solution is obtained if Eqs. 3.12
and 3.13 are satisfied. If Eqs. 3.12 and 3.13 are not satified with the calculated
profile, then the outer iterative loop is executed, varying jo and a until all four
boundary conditions are met. Through such a process the space-charge-limited
solution unique to a particular set of rr, jo, and a can be obtained.
Upon initial inspection of the equation, and considering that it is of the form
0" = f (p, , , ), one would be tempted to solve for qi using Newton's iterative
method for nonlinear ordinary differential equations, as described by Burden
and Faires [16]. As Eq. 3.8 is written, however, it violates the requirement of
Newton's method that the matrix of coefficients used to solve the problem must
be diagonally dominant. This and similar iterative schemes all require that
fo (p, €, 0') > 0, for all (p, 0, 0'). (3.16)
Consequently, the equation and method of solution were modified to permit an
iterative solution to be successfully accomplished.
Eq. 3.8 is then rewritten,
+ oi+l _ + 1 i + 1 -1 = f (? d). (3.17)
The function f (~?d) is Eq. 3.17 is calculated using the previous loop's potential
values and inserting them into the right hand side of Eq. 3.8. Eq. 3.17 can
then be solved using the computationally efficient Newton's method since this
approach permits the formation of a diagonally dominant coefficient matrix.
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The convergence of the solution is very sensitive to the initial guesses of jo
and a when attempting to solve for the potential profile. At the pi boundary,
significant overshooting was encountered and, at the Po boundary, significant
undershooting developed. To combat this problem and decrease the number
of iterations required to achieve convergence, the Picard mixing technique is
incorporated into the algorithm.
In order to obtain the space-charge-limited potential profile as accurately
as possible, the boundary conditions given in Eqs. 2.20 and 2.21 need to be
approached as closely as possible. This matching process is run as an outer
loop once the potential profile has been solved according to Eq. 2.17 within
acceptable accuracy limits, as mentioned above. As the width of the double
layer, rD.L., decreases, those boundary conditions become increasingly difficult
to match. This is because the potential gradients are much larger within thinner
double layers than within thick layers. Note that the thinner the double layer,
the larger its radius ratio. In order to obtain an accurate space-charge-limited
potential solution, the ratio of the potential gradient endpoints to the maximum
potential gradient value has to be set to a tolerance level that increased with
increasing radius ratio,
dp = Tolerance value (3.18)
dp max
dp (P) = Tolerance value. (3.19)
(dp maz
Figures 3.1- 3.6 show examples of three double layer thicknesses and their nu-
merically obtained nondimensionalized potential and potential gradient profiles.
These obtained profiles agree reasonably well with those obtained by Wei and
Wilbur [83].
The values of jo and a are then obtained as functions of the radius ratio of
the double layer, rr. A complete set of these three values then fully describes a
given double layer and can be used to determine the potential drop across the
layer for a given hollow cathode emitted ion current and given ambient electron
saturation current density. These functions are plotted in Figures 3.7 and 3.8
and represent an extension of the values found by Wei and Wilbur [83] at the
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Figure 3.1: Nondimensionalized Potential Profile for rr = 0.05
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Figure 3.2: Nondimensionalized Potential Gradient Profile for r, = 0.05
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Figure 3.3: Nondimensionalized Potential Profile for r, = 0.10
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Figure 3.4: Nondimensionalized Potential Gradient Profile for r, = 0.10
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Figure 3.5: Nondimensionalized Potential Profile for rr = 0.60
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Figure 3.6: Nondimensionalized Potential Gradient Profile for r, = 0.60
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boundaries. The tabulated values of the functions are provided for reference in
Appendix A.
The extension of the Wei and Wilbur space-charge-limited collisionless double
layer model to space conditions requires the use of the radius ratio functions.
Since this study is mainly interested in the analysis of contactor use in the LEO
regime, the electron saturation density is set as a fixed parameter for each run
through the full range of radius ratios from 0.0 to 1.0 and the emitted hollow
cathode ion current is obtained numerically from the equations in the extension
model. The desired solutions are obtained from the radius ratio functions in the
manner described below.
The nondimensionalized gain, given in Eq. 2.16, is used to obtain the total
system gain,
I I,e m I, I/
+= I 1+ a -)1/2 •-I, for - > 1. (3.20)Ii Ii m. ,i ii
Each of those nondimensionalized gain values is a function of a particular radius
ratio which allows one to also obtain the nondimensionalized current collected
that is a function of that particular radius ratio. The parameters of rr, ý, and jo
are used to uniquely determine a solution obtained when either the gyroradius
or the Parker-Murphy condition is imposed on the outer radius of the double
layer. The solution of the problem can be made purely a function of system
gain.
The potential drop across the double layer is expressed for both outer radius
limits by manipulating Eq. 2.16 and incorporating Eq. 3.20,
¢ = 
." (3.21)47rc.j 0J 2e
If the MKS system is used for the standard values in Eq. 3.21,
A0 = 612.364 ( ) (3.22)
Setting the outer radius of the double layer equal to the electron gyroradius,
ro = rce, yields the gyroradius limit,
ro = rce - 2eB (3.23)
Me e
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Figure 3.7: Nondimensionalized Space-Charge-Limited Collected Current vs.
Radius Ratio
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Figure 3.8: Nondimensionalized Gain vs. Radius Ratio
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where B is the magnetic field strength. If B = 0.33 x 10-4T, then
ro = 0.102V (3.24)
Eq. 3.25 is obtained by combining Eqs. 3.22 and 3.24,
f(e) = eTrr(O)jo(e) = 6.325 , (3.25)
S.1
The values of rr, e, and jo completely specify the left hand side of Eq. 3.25
so that the necessary ion current, Ii, to operate the collisionless space-charge-
limited contactor plasma flow under the given ambient conditions for the gy-
roradius case can be calculated for a given ambient electron saturation current
density using Eq. 3.25. After solving Eq. 3.25 directly for Ii, the values of AOk,
ro, ri, collected electron current Ie, and total current I can be calculated.
For the Parker-Murphy condition case, set ro = rpM, where rpM is deter-
mined from Eq. 3.5. The values of r,, e, and jo plus the electron gyroradius,
r.e, anode radius, a, and magnitude of the earth's magnetic field, B, are then
specified along with the ambient saturation current density to determine the
requisite hollow cathode ion current from
S 2j 2 r + .jm e (3.26)
I- Iir, Jom'z-o
which can be simplified if the MKS system is used for the standard plasma values
to
a2t j2r ( . 0 (1.84431 x 108)a
= +I - (3.27)
io I roe
A root solver is used to determine Ii to meet the constraints imposed in Eq. 3.27.
The potential drop is then calculated along with rt, ro, I,, and I. If, after solving
the Parker-Murphy limit, the check loop determines that ri < ranode = a, the
calculation is repeated with ri = ranode.
3.1.4 Results of Extending the Wei and Wilbur Model
In Figure 3.17 the gain, e, of a contactor using Argon as its neutral gas is
plotted versus the ion current for a range of electron saturation current densities
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spanning the range experienced in the equatorial LEO environment. The gain
for Argon is e = 272 a and appears somewhat weakly dependent on the ion
current. Also shown on Figure 3.17 is the line where the contactor plasma
passes from the plume mode to the spot mode and was calculated following the
method described in Section 3.1.2. Values of gain to the right of this ignition
line indicate the range of radius ratios, r,, where the collisionless model is invalid
for the given operating conditions in space since if the flow is ignited there are
collisions occurring. This range of rr values should be matched against the
plotted parameters in Figures 3.18-3.21 so that one notes where the collisionless
model in invalid when examining all of the figures of merit. In Figure 3.18 the
associated potential drop through the double layer is plotted. Typical potential
drops are in the range of hundreds to thousands of volts for ion currents in the
milliampere range.
In Figure 3.19 the inner and outer radii of the double layer are shown for
space conditions. These radii are determined by imposing the Parker-Murphy
condition and ri _ r 0node. The double layer extends to many meters for ion
currents in the milliampere range. For comparision, the diameter of the CSU
tank is shown on the figure. This indicates that finite tank effects would be
very important in experiments at realistic LEO plasma densities, except for the
very smallest ion currents. One should note that chamber experiments need to
have much lower plasma densities than they have had in the past if a reasonable
simulation of the LEO environment is to be achieved. In Figure 3.20, the total
current is shown as a function of the electron saturation current density. The
curve obtained for the collisionless double layer is shown for a fixed ion current
of 10 mA while the quasineutral model and the anisotropic contactor model are
shown for a fixed ion current of 1 A. This figure compares the realistic range
of operation for the three models in typical ambient electron saturation current
densities. A significant feature of this figure is that as the source varies by two
orders of magnitude, the total current collected varies by only a factor of 1.6 for
the collisionless double layer model. This would seem to invalidate one of the
conclusions made by Martinez-Sanchez and Hastings [52] that plasma contactors
would not be useful on the nightside of an equatorial low earth orbit because the
collected current would drop to almost nothing. Here the double layer moves
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out as the electron pressure drops so that the collected electron current is almost
the same.
On the other hand, as seen in Section 3.2 when the anisotropic contactor
model is reviewed, the electron current has a stronger dependence on the electron
saturation current density when the electron Larmor radius is small compared to
the radius of the contactor cloud. The electrons then reach the anode by diffusing
across the magnetic field collisionally. In that regime, which is more relevant for
high current plasma contactors in low earth orbit, the collected electron current
is substantially higher on the dayside than on the nightside. Figure 3.20 shows
that the total current is about 4 times higher, and the collected electron current
is about 10 times higher, on the dayside (Je" s 2 x 10-2 A/m2) than on the
nightside (JV0 ; 2 x 10- 4 A/m 2).
In Figure 3.21, the current voltage characteristic is shown for the range of
electron saturation current densities. At constant current in the milliampere
range, the voltage is seen to vary by about a factor of 3 for the two order of
magnitude variation in source for the collisionless double layer. At constant
voltage in the 100 V range, the current varies by about a factor of 3 for the two
orders of magnitude source variation. Ampere range currents, mainly collected
electron current, require a potential drop of thousands or tens of thousands of
volts, no matter what the level of electron saturation current.
With these results, one can calculate the current that could flow through
a tether using a plasma contactor. The total potential drop Stotar across the
contactor, tether, load, and electron gun is fixed by the length I of the tether,
the earth's magnetic field B0 = 0.33 x 10- 1 T, and the orbital velocity of the
spacecraft vo = 8 km/s. For L = 20 km, one finds 4 total = voBoL = 5333 V.
The potential across the load is LoAad = RLoad(Ii + I,), where Rload is the load
impedance. The potential across the tether is Rt (I + I,), where one can take the
tether impedance Rt = 200 f). The radiation impedance [40] could be included,
but this is typically only about 100, so may be neglected compared to the tether
impedance. If one assumes an average ionosphere with J,' = 2 x 10- 3 A/m 2,
a good fit to the numerical results in Figure 3.21 is o0 = b(I, + I,)o.88 where
b = 6.1 x 10S. Eion is the ionization energy of the dominant neutral gas present in
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Table 3.2: Load power against efficiency of double layer contactor, modelled
with Parker-Murphy condition imposed on outer radius of double layer
the plasma cloud and Eio,
may be found by solving
= 45 V. For a given load Rload, the current I = Ii + Ie
Ototal = RloadI + RtI + b10 88 + Eion (28)
and one may then find the power across the load Pload = RoadlP, and the effi-
ciency tr = RloadIO/tothl, as functions of Rload. Table 3.2 shows PLoad, and e as
functions of the efficiency 7 = RZoadI/Ototal.
Note if one were not to employ the Parker-Murphy condition in the absence
of collisions, the electrons will be effectively unmagnetized all the way to the
anode only if at every radius r either
V/Wce > rt (3.28)
i.e. the electron Larmor radius is greater than r, or
dk/dr > (v/c)B (3.29)
In Eq. 3.28 and Eq. 3.29, the electron velocity v is (eq(r)/m,)l/ 2, the velocity
the electron gained falling through the potential, assumed to be much greater
than its initial thermal velocity (Tea/m,) 1/ 2 . The effective outer radius of the
double layer, r,, which determines the electron current collection
Ie = 2rr ena(Tea/(2rm,)) 1/ 2 , (3.30)
is the largest radius r at which Eq. 3.28 and Eq. 3.29 are satisfied.
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q I,(A) e I(A) Pload(kW)
0.1 0.015 49 0.73 0.4
0.3 0.011 51 0.54 0.91
0.5 0.0069 54 0.9 1.06
0.7 0.0035 59 0.21 0.86
0.9 0.0008 70 0.06 0.31
Inside the double layer, ro > r > ri, where v is small and do/dr is large,
Eq. 3.29 is more easily satisfied than Eq. 3.28, while inside the contactor cloud
(r < ri), where v reaches its maximum possible value and dq/dr is small, Eq. 3.28
is more easily satisfied. Therefore there are two necessary conditions that must
be satisfied if the electrons are to be unmagnetized all the way to the anode.
The first condition is that Eq. 3.28 must be satisfied at ri,
(eko/m,) 1/2/we, > ri (3.31)
The second condition is obtained by integrating Eq. 3.29 across the double layer,
from ri to ro, since Eq. 3.29 must be true integrated across the double layer if it
is true for every r within the double layer. Taking 0(rT) ; ko,this yields,
(eko/me) 1/ 2/Wce > (ro - ri) (3.32)
Note that Eq. 3.31 is the more stringent requirement for a thin double layer,
while Eq. 3.32 is the more stringent requirement for a thick double layer. With
ro > ri, this just reduces to:
(ebo/m,)1/2/We, > ro (3.33)
Even Eq. 3.33 may not be a sufficient condition for the electrons to reach the
anode without collisions, since the deflection of the electron by the magnetic
field may make it miss the anode, even if the magnetic field does not bend its
orbit around 180". Similarly, Eq. 3.31 may not be a sufficient condition for the
electrons to reach the anode, for a thin double layer.
However, as noted above, this is an optimistic estimate, based on the as-
sumption that only Eq. 3.33 has be satisfied in order for the electrons to get to
the anode without collisional transport. The maximum load power may be even
lower than this. A lower limit on the maximum load power may be obtained by
invoking the Parker-Murphy condition instead of Eq. 3.33 as the condition for
the electrons to get to the anode. The resulting current voltage characteristics
are shown in Fig. 3.21, and, at Je = 2 x 10- 3 A/m , a good fit to the numerical
results is So = b(Ii + I)0o.ss. Table 3.2 shows the corresponding Poa d and e a
functions of ri. The maximum load power at 90% efficiency is only 0.31 kW in
this case.
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On the other hand, if the electrons lose even a small fraction of their energy
due to collisions when they are in the double layer or contactor cloud, then
they will not be able to escape again, and must eventually end up at the anode.
The only question is whether they spend so much time bouncing around the
double layer before reaching the anode that their space charge builds up suffi-
ciently to shrink ro, reducing the current. In short, finding a sufficient condition
for the electrons to reach the anode is quite difficult, if there is a small degree
of collisionality, and may require particle simulations that incorporate particle
trapping. However, the Parker-Murphy condition is a robust and simple neces-
sary condition; if it is not satisfied, then the electrons have small Larmor orbits
within the contactor cloud, and a transport process is certainly required to get
them to the anode. Accordingly, the theory must be expanded to include par-
ticle trapping at the juncture of the double layer and the core cloud. Such an
addition requires time-varying computer simulations to track the particles and
is not treated within the scope of this present work.
The maximum power to the load is 1.06kW, but this occurs when the effi-
ciency is only 50%. As noted by Martinez-Sanchez and Hastings [52], in order
for tethers to be competitive with other power systems in space, it is necessary
for them to operate at high efficiency, at least 80% or 90%. This is because all
of the power has to be made up by periodically boosting the tether, but only
the load power can be effectively used. If desired system efficiency is 80%, then
the maximum load power one can obtain is only 0.5kW. This maximum power
may in fact be much less, since Eq. 3.5 is not a sufficient condition for electrons
to get across the magnetic field to the anode [57], and is known to be far from
sufficient in the regime where ro > ri which is true at the maximum power.
Figures 3.12- 3.16 plot data sets comparable to Figures 3.17-3.21, where
the electron gyroradius is set equal to the outer radius of the double layer.
These results are presented to make the point that to achieve effective power
generation with a plasma contactor, the virtual anode radius of the contactor
must exceed the ambient electron gyroradius as well as to indicate the difference
between including and not including the angular momentum consideration with
the collisionless double layer model in space. The condition for the electrons to
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reach the anode taking into account their deflection by the magnetic field is that
found by Parker and Murphy [57] and must be considered, making the results
presented in Figures 3.17-3.21 far more applicable to the LEO regime than those
presented for the gyroradius limit case.
One may conclude that it is not possible to design a high power contactor
which draws electrons straight across a double layer without collisions. Instead,
designs should be considered where collisions or, more realistically, effective
collisions due to instabilities of some kind transport electrons across the magnetic
field to the anode. The following section considers the possibility of joining a
collisional quasineutral ignited plasma to a collisionless double layer as a step
towards completing the contacting process model.
Necesary Conditions for Development of Ignited Flow
For a partially ionized plasma, it is possible to include the effect of ionization
and to show when the plasma will ignite. If one assumes that the neutral density
varies with radius as n,(r) = nn(ranode) (ranode/r)2 and applies conservation of
mass from ranode to ri then one can obtain
(r) = (r) exp((A [ranode ranode]) (334)
r ri
where y(A¢) = n,(ranode)ranodeU(A¢ + Tea). From conservation of current, the
gain is
(E(r,) - 1) exp('(1 -( -1'L))
(=1+ l (3.35)1 + ((r 1)(1 - exp (_ (1 - (3.L)))
where ((r,) = I/I,(r,). The ion current at the anode of the source in terms of
the ion current just inside the double layer is [29]
I(ranode) = 1 + ( 1(r) - )(1 - exp(t(1 
- ranode)) (3.36)
Ii (r:) r-
In order to interpret the calculations in Figure 3.17 with ionization present,
one must interpret the ion current in the ordinate as li(ri). The relationship in
terms of the ion current emitted at the source is given above. From Figure 3.17, it
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is obvious that there may be no solution for an ion current for a given ion current
at the double layer. Physically this will occur when there is so much neutral
gas that the flow mixture of neutrals and plasma particles ignites, precipitating
an avalanche of ion current. At this point the collisionless space-charge-limit
double layer theory will break down. By setting the source ion current to zero,
one can obtain this critical neutral density for ignition as
neritical' = + /) 1 (3.37)1 - ranode/ri ranode(
If one relates the source neutral density to the ion flow rate and initial fractional
ionization, fi, ignition is obtained for
47rr 2 csef(
I (ri) > 4ranode f'neitical (3.38)1-fi
In Figure 3.17, this critical ion current is plotted against gain for ranode = 0.1 m,
c, = 4.89 x 103 m/s, a = ,ma• = 3.21 x 10-20 m -2 (for ionization of Argon) and
fi = 10- 4, a typical ionization fraction for hollow cathode devices. For ion cur-
rent and gain pairs which fall to the right of the curve on the figure, the neutral
flow will spontaneously ignite. A double layer structure of some asymmetric
shape will then establish itself given only a very small seed ionization. This
spot mode behavior had been described previously in Section 2.6. In the next
section, a model is outlined that will examine the efficacy of ionizing expelled
neutrals within the core cloud to enhance gain.
3.1.5 Results of Combining Collisional Quasineutral Core
Region with Collisionless Spherical Double Sheath
Transition Region
In this section, a model is used to demonstrate that no benefits are derived
when a contactor system relies on ionization of expelled neutrals to provide high
overall system gain. To prove this point, the quasineutral collisional contactor
model is matched in a new model with the collisionless space-charge-limited
spherically symmetric double layer model. This combination model is rather
limited since it lacks the capacity to invoke collisionality in the double layer and
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it is known that there is a clear need to turn on a collisional double layer when
the ignition limit is reached. An additional deficiency in this approximation is
that the ambient electrons are accelerated directly by the double layer and no
presheath is considered.
So, to demonstrate where this combination model loses its validity, i.e. where
the double layer becomes collisional, the values of n,,itinj and the critical ion
current from Eqs. 3.37 and 3.38 are calculated along with e, reore = ri, the mass
flow rate rh, the potential drop A0, and the outer edge of the double layer ro for
a given set of parameters. This selected set of parameters fixed the contactor ion
current, the initial fractional ionization rate, the ambient electron temperature,
initial contactor electron temperature, the ambient ion density, initial density of
electrons at the contactor orifice, and the initial potential.
The numerical solution of this problem was achieved by tailoring an exist-
ing computer program [10] that iterates to solve for a self-consistent potential
profile in a turbulent and collisional quasineutral core and to then match the
electron current at the core radius of the quasineutral region to the electron
current current collected across the collisionless double layer. This equivalence
implies that the core radius of the quasineutral cloud then equals the inner ra-
dius of the double layer. The contactor emitted ion current, IiA, is fixed and
then the collected electron current at ro is input as an initial condition to the
iterative scheme employing the collisionality stopping condition [10]. When that
boundary is reached, the total gain of the system is determined and input to the
collisionless double layer model. This gain then uniquely determines a matching
double layer solution if there one exists for the given set of parameters. If the
double layer solution exists, the total solution is calculated and output.
In solving for the ionospheric parameters of interest using an Argon plasma
contactor, it was determined that there was a very limited range of ion currents
for which a solution could be obtained. One reason for this is that it is difficult
for the quasineutral core cloud to achieve a gain high enough to even match the
lowest gains of the collisionless double layer. Without a gain match, the model
cannot proceed. For the case studied, the following initial plasma parameters
were held fixed for each case studied,
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Tea = 0.1 eV
T,,e = 0.5 eV
Tic = 0.1 eV
nia = 2.0 x 10 11 /m 3
nec = 0.0 x 10 11/ms
Then the initial ionization fraction and contactor ion current were set for
each case in which the collected electron current was varied to determine the
effects of ionization on the neutral mass flow rate, the size of the double layer,
the position of the core radius/inner radius of the double layer, and the potential
drop. Cases in which solutions were achievable were rerun with initial guesses
of collected electron current varied over a range of four orders of magnitude to
determine the stability of the model in its search for the proper solution. In
all solved cases for a given set of initial conditions, the solutions varied at most
from one another by - 2%. The cases that were insoluble were those in which
Ii, fell outside of the range of 7.5 x 10- 7 < Ii, < 5. x 10- 5 A.
Figure 3.9 shows the relationship between overall system gain and the emitted
contactor ion current. This one curve is roughly the same for all four of the
initial ionization fractions, fi, used in the numerical solution. Those ionization
fractions used were 1.0 x 10- 4, 1.0 x 10-2, 1.0 x 10- , and2.5 x 10- 1. This result
clearly indicates that the current collected is produced by ionization within the
inner plasma core region and the initial ionization fraction therefore has little
effect. It is evident that ionizing the neutral gas external to the contactor
provides no tangible benefits to the system since the gain is not enhanced for
varying degrees of ionization within the cloud. The potential drop from the
anode to contact with the ambient plasma is plotted in Figure 3.10. This plot
illustrates the point once more that there is truly no benefit to be gained through
ionization of expelled neutrals; the potential drop is approximately as it was for
the earlier collisionless model which was proven to be inefficient and ill-suited to
adaptation for a significant fraction of the LEO regime. The degree of ionization
could be determined from the densities and currents calculated in the core region.
This model's solutions were also examined to determine if the critical neu-
tral density had been reached and if the critical ion ignition current had been
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Figure 3.9: Combined Collisional Quasineutral Core with Collisionless Double
Layer Transition Region - Gain vs. Contactor Ion Current
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Table 3.3: Combination Model Ignited Plasma Parameters
exceeded. The velocity of the
Section 2.3.2. Given the initial
cases. With this value and the i
for the neutral mass flow rate. '
neutrals, v,, was taken
conditions above, v, =
to be that expressed in
489.5m/sec for the test
known mass of the Argon ion, Eq. 2.70 is solved
Table 3.3 shows the calculated neutral mass flow
rate for selected initial conditions Ii and fi and calculated reore along with the
critical neutral density and critical ion ignition current for the listed case. From
the data presented in Table 3.3, it can be seen that the impact of varying the
initial ionization fraction is seen only in the mass flow rate which then impacts
the critical ignition parameters. It is readily apparent where the deficiencies in
this model exist if one examines the thicker double layers that develop for the
higher emitted ion currents, which clearly violate the requirement that the mean
free path of the electrons for the ionization of neutrals be greater than the width
of the double layer, if the double layer is to remain collisionless. One should also
note the difference between this model's calculated critical neutral density and
that determined by Cooke and Katz [23]; their values for an ionized plasma are
on the order of 1016 particles per volume element.
Note that this model was driven by the need to maintain the plasma pressure
balance and match boundary currents. Ideally, this transition should be achieved
much more smoothly at the rcore singularity. Considerable difficulty exists in
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I,(A) f, core,(m) r0(m) rh(kg/s - m') ,criticai(m-) Ic,
5. x 10- 7  0.1 0.1025 0.1401 2.04 x 10- 7  5.687 x 1019 196.8600
1. x 10-6 0.1 0.1125 0.3750 3.09 x 10- 7  2.092 x 1019 72.4280
5. x 10-6 0.1 0.1825 2.2813 3.61 x 10- 7  9.566 x 1018 33.2110
1. x 10- 5  0.1 0.2225 6.3571 3.99 x 10- 7  1.068 x 1019 36.9750
5. x 10- 5  0.1 0.3475 69.5000 5.23 x 10- 7  1.653 x 1019 57.2200
5. x 10- 7 0.0001 0.1025 0.1414 2.27 x 10- 4  5.687 x 1019 0.1772
1. x 10-6 0.0001 0.1125 0.3629 3.43 x 10- 4  2.092 x 1019 0.0652
5. x 10- 6 0.0001 0.1825 2.2813 4.01 x 10- 4  9.566 x 1018 0.0298
1. x 10-5 0.0001 0.2225 6.3571 4.43 x 10- 4  1.068 x 1019 0.0333
5. x 10-5 0.0001 0.3475 69.5000 5.81 x 10- 4 1.653 x 1019 0.0520
matching the quasineutral core with its typically low gain and the double layer
with its typically high gain, indicating that it is not particularly useful to attach a
collisionless double layer as a transition region to a collisional quasineutral cloud
when attempting to model core cloud ionization and the connection process of
this core cloud to the ambient plasma surrounding it. This underscores the
need for a model of a collisional double layer, possibly a critical need for the
successful application of the anisotropic contactor model under certain operating
conditions.
3.2 Anisotropic Contactor Model
3.2.1 Derivation
Recent work [29] has produced a new model that enables one to combine the
virtues of the collisional quasineutral theory with those of the spherically sym-
metric space-charge-limited double layer theory in order to more closely model
the plasma contacting process. In the region where the effective electron colli-
sion frequency v, is less than the electron cyclotron frequency w,,, the contactor
cloud will be anisotropic. The cloud will extend further in a direction along the
magnetic field than across the magnetic field. Therefore, the cylindrical coor-
dinates z and r are used, where r now refers only to the distance across the
magnetic field, not to the total distance from the anode as it did in previous
sections. It is assumed that the plasma density in the cloud is still substantial
enough to dominate the motional electric field so the cloud will be cylindrically
symmetric. At even greater distances from the anode, the effects of the orbital
motion induced electric field will become important, and the cylindrical symme-
try will be broken. In this region the electron velocity will be mostly azimuthal,
at the drift velocity
e _o 1 aTe T, On,Vd = (3.39)
mwc, dr m,w,, ar mewcn ar
For parameters of interest, this drift velocity is much greater than the radial
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flow velocity of the emitted ions, which are effectively unmagnetized since it is
assumed that the scale lengths are all much less than an ion Larmor radius. The
velocity difference between the electrons and ions will then be nearly in the az-
imuthal direction. This relative cross-field drift velocity of magnetized electrons
and unmagnetized ions can give rise to several instabilities, among them the ion
acoustic instability for both kip, > 1 and k±p, < 1, the Buneman instability,
the electron cyclotron drift instability, the modified two-stream instability, and
the lower hybrid drift instability. The instability that dominates depends on
such parameters as T,/Ti, Vd/C., vd/vthe, P, Wpe/Wee, and vad/A, where Vd is the
relative drift velocity, Vth, is the electron thermal velocity, VA is the Alfven speed,
and P is the plasma/magnetic energy density ratio and all other parameters have
been defined previously in this work.
It should be noted here that in Urrutia's and Stenzel's experiments, the ion
plasma frequency is seen to drive the two stream instability and the ion acoustic
instability. In the event that the contactor electron density and the incoming
ambient electron density are comparable and both populations have comparable
speeds, a two stream instability could result from this effect. Such a driver for
the two stream instability is unlikely, however, since the small number of elec-
trons that exit the plasma contactor should be quite cold in comparison to the
ambient electrons which have been accelerated through the Bohm presheath. It
is also useful to note that the Buneman instability cannot contribute steady-state
anomalous resistivity in a one-dimensional system, so that previous treatments
that have relied on this mechanism to achieve the desired level of collisionality
within the plasma are in error. Instead, a two-dimensional system should be
adopted as in this anisotropic contactor model. Steady-state resistivity is then
due to the ion acoustic instability primarily.
These instabilities will give rise to turbulent azimuthal electric fields, which
will exert an azimuthal drag force V,m,• d on the electrons, giving rise to an
inward radial drift at velocity
v, = -- Vd. (3.40)
Wce
It can be assumed that the potential drop in the plasma cloud is much,
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much greater than the ion temperature Ti, which is typically only a few eV.
Since, as will be shown later, T, tends to be only a few times less than 'o,
this implies that T,/T, > 1, except perhaps near the edge of the cloud. Also
c, < Vd < ve. In these circumstances, one expects the k±p, > 1 ion acoustic
instability to dominate. This is the same as the ion acoustic instability in an
unmagnetized plasma. The effective collision frequency ve for this instability in
its nonlinear saturated state scales with density like wpe, and is independent of
C,/Vd for c, < Vd. But there is some uncertainty as to its dependence on Te/Ti
and Vd/ve. As a first cut at this problem, it was simply assumed that
Ve 102Wpe, (3.41)
independent of the other parameters. The method to be used to find analytic
expressions for 0(r, z) and the collected electron current may also be applied
using more realistic expressions for v,.
The divergence of the radial flux of electrons due to v, and the radial electric
field and temperature and density gradients must be balanced by an inward flux
of electrons along the magnetic field, neglecting ionization and recombination,
S---rnevr + 9-nv, = 0. (3.42)r ar 8z
At high densities, with wpe > ce,, the mean free path of electrons will be
short compared to the length of the contactor cloud, and the velocity v, along
the magnetic field may also be found by balancing the force from the electric
field edo/az with the drag force m,vv,. In this case Eq. 3.42 will generally
not be separable in r and z, and it is necessary to solve a fully two-dimensional
partial differential equation, as opposed to the one-dimensional differential equa-
tion solved by Parker and Murphy in their assumption of an axially symmetric
potential function [57]. The boundary conditions will be v, = 0 and k = 0 at
the same surface and the flux of electrons across this particular surface must be
equal to the flux of the electron saturation current of the ambient plasma along
the magnetic field impinging upon the outside of the surface. The potential
¢(r, z) can be assumed quasineutral everywhere.
Since the position of the 0 = 0 surface is not known in advance, this would be
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a difficult numerical problem. The ambient plasma in the LEO regime has much
lower density, wp,, < wee, so that this would also be true throughout most of the
area occupied by a space-based contactor cloud, which, as is shown, would extend
along the magnetic field to a distance where the cloud density is comparable to
the ambient density. In this case, the electrons flow freely along the magnetic
field lines and a different model is then needed. If the total potential drop 0o
between the anode and the ambient plasma is greater than T,, and Ti., then
double layers form at a distance zo along the magnetic field in both directions,
where
AI g (Zo) me 1 / 2J= 2irz- - ( )Jo (3.43)
for thin double layers, just as in the unmagnetized collisionless case. Here g(z)
is a factor to take into account that the ions are focussed by the potential 0(r, z)
if it is not spherically symmetric. Although the flow of electrons along the
magnetic field is nearly collisionless, it is assumed that there is enough drag to
slow down the incoming electrons slightly. They do then not escape out the
other end of the contactor cloud, but become trapped in the cloud. Only a
small amount of drag is needed for this trapping effect to occur if o, > Tea. At
z = +zo, the flux of electrons along the field must then satisfy the boundary
condition
nevz = FTJe~/e. (3.44)
Because the flow of electrons across the magnetic field is collisional, no double
layer exists in the radial direction. For fixed Izl < z,, 0(r, z) must decrease
smoothly to zero at some r1 (z), satisfying quasineutrality along the profile. For
fixed r along a given field line, 0(r, z) will not go to zero for Izl < z. as long as
z(r,  = 0) > T,(r). If 0, is at least a few times greater than T,, then k(r, z = 0)
will be greater than T, for all r significantly far from rl(z = 0). It follows that
rl is nearly independent of z. The contours of 0(r, z) and the flow of ions and
electrons, are shown schematically in Figure 3.11.
This means that Eq. 3.42 will be separable in r and z. The boundary condi-
tions in r are
0(r = ranode, Z) = qo + T. ln(n.(z)/n(z = 0)) (3.45)
0(r = r1) = 0 (3.46)
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Figure 3.11: Anisotropic Contactor Model, with double layers oriented along
the magnetic field
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r
~ L
a = l2T,. (3.47)
Or e Or
Eq. 3.47 holds true at r = rl, a condition that follows from the facts that v, = 0
outside the contactor cloud, and that there is no source or sink of electrons at
r = rl. Therefore, vr must vanish at rl just inside the contactor cloud. Eq. 3.39,
with T, = 0, and Eq. 3.40 then yield Eq. 3.47.
3.2.2 Electron Temperature in the Anisotropic Contac-
tor Model
Before proceeding with the calculation of the potential profile O(r), it must
be considered whether it is justifiable to assume that ,. is at least a few times
greater than T,. The electron temperature profile T,(r) is determined by the
balance between convection, conduction, and ohmic heating. Ionization and
line radiation, which should only be important near the anode, and electron
heat loss due to boiling out along the magnetic field are all neglected.
-3 T, 1 OTe . J 0 ( .48)
-rv + rxr- + eVr + - - 0 (3.48)2 Or rnr r Or r nezo e
Here i is the cross-field thermal conductivity term, which is dominated by tur-
bulence, as is the drag term. In general,
Cn,T,v,I CnT= , (3.49)
where C is a constant dependent upon the details of the effective collisions
causing the heat transport. For electron thermal conductivity across a magnetic
field due to Coulomb collisions, C = 4.7 for example.
The boundary conditions are
T= 0 at r=rl (3.50)
OT, QO =- Q nevrTe at r = ranode, (3.51)
ar 47rranodeZo
where Q is the heat flux entering the anode. This is generally greater than
the convective heat flux into the anode, the second term on the right hand
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side of Eq. 3.51, because (v), for a half-Maxwellian is greater than (vj) (v2).
Consequently, aT,/ar > 0 at ranode,. Because T, = 0 at r = rl, aT,/ar must
change sign between ranod, and rl so that one may estimate that the second term
in Eq. 3.48 is of order -rT,/n,r,. Using Eqs. 3.39, 3.40, and 3.49 one finds,
VT = -I e_ aT- (3.52)n,TC ( r ar
Then the first term in Eq. 3.48 is of order ±fe4/Cn,rj, and the third term is of
order +xe20 2/Cn,T, r2. From Eqs. 3.42 and 3.44, the fourth term in Eq. 3.48
is comparable to and of like sign to the third term.
If C < 1, it follows that the second and/or the first term must balance
the third and fourth terms, so T, is of order eq. If C > 1, then the second
term alone must balance the third and fourth terms, and T, ; eo/C 1/2 < eo.
The assumption that T, is at least a few times less than q is thus valid if C
is somewhat greater than one. This is true for Coulomb collisions. Whether
it is true for ion acoustic turbulence is an open question that is beyond the
scope of this present work. If r. is dominated by an energetic tail of the electron
distribution, caused perhaps by electrons collected from the ambient plasma
which have not yet thermalized, then C > 1.
3.2.3 Potential Profile and Cloud Radii
To calculate the potential profile, O(r), first integrate Eq. 3.42 over z from
-zo to +zo, and use Eq. 3.44 to eliminate v,, as shown in
+ dZ1o rn,v, = 2J,'. (3.53)
'-Z, r ar
To obtain an expression for ne, which appears explicitly in Eq. 3.53 and also
implicitly through the dependence of v, on wpe, use quasineutrality to obtain,
ne = ni = (47r)-1IimL/ 2e-3/2(r2 + z 2)-1 g(r,z)(So --)- 1/2  (3.54)
The expression for ni in Eq. 3.54 comes from the fact that the ions are unmag-
netized and expanding in a spherically symmetric manner from the contactor
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anode. The factor g(r, z) takes into account the focussing of the ions by the
asymmetric potential profile, 0(r, z). Using Eq. 3.40 for v,, Eq. 3.41 for v,,
Eq. 3.54 for ne, B0 = 0.3 G, ion atomic weight j = mi/mp, and expressing Ii in
amps, J~" in A/mr, and q and o, in volts, Eq. 3.53 becomes,
J dzr 1rI(C 0 - o)-'/(r 2 z+ -3'2gr, = -12i-/2-3/'J (3.55)
Because (o, - 0) and (8/8r are fairly independent of z, and the integrand is
most strongly weighted near z = 0, 0 and &a/ar are replaced by their values
at z = 0, so they can be removed from the integral. Similarly, one can set
g(r, z) - 1, since in a self-consistent treatment of this problem, there cannot be
a strong focussing effect in the region z < r, which happens to be where most of
the contribution to the integral is. Then one can perform the integration over
Z,
(o - ) = -12rIl -/ ' J- (3.56)
One can integrate Eq. 3.56 over r, using the boundary condition Eq. 3.47 to
obtain the integration constant,
1(ro - -4 9 = 6I• -/4 (r _ 2), (3.57)r 'r
where
r = +r 1 r- 1-s3/4 e- aT 3/4(Joo)- (3.58)
One can integrate over r again, using Eq. 3.45 at z = 0 to obtain the integration
constant,
( o - €)1/ = 0.5i•-3/2~-3/4oo2r2 _ 4). (3.59)
Finally, substituting Eq. 3.46 into Eq. 3.59 to obtain an equation for rl
o1/4 = 0.5I-3 '21•-J [r + • ri 3/4o Te I3/4(Jo -1r (3.60)
If, as has been assumed, T, < e 0o, then the second term in brackets may be
neglected and,
ri = 1.20/1613/8 3/16 goo) -1/4. (3.61)
Note that r, has an extremely weak dependence on o,. For a given range of 40
values, for example 10 V < o0 < 1000 V, an Argon plasma and the average LEO
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electron saturation current density, J,' = 2 mA/m 2 ,
r 15, /8 (3.62)
and
le = 27rr,'J, 23/4. (3.63)
In general the total current I = Ii + I, is given by,
I = Ii + 8 (Je) i/2 I/4ý3/81/8. (3.64)
A substantial ambient electron current can be collected for values of o, and total
current that are of interest for tethers. For 1 A of Argon at J," = 2 mA/m 2 ,
for example, a gain is obtained equal to I/Ii = 3. As a second example con-
sider 0.5 A of Xenon, at a typical dayside electron saturation current density of
J, = 20 mA/m 2. For the conditions presented in the second example, I/Ii = 12.
These gains, although not as large as the gains that were found with a completely
collisionless double layer model, can still make a significant contribution to op-
eration of tethers for power generation.
In Figure 3.20, the total current is shown for a fixed ion current of 1 A, as
a function of electron saturation current, using Eq. 3.64, and is compared to
the total current for the quasineutral model discussed in Section 2.3, and for
the collisionless double layer model, using an ion current of 0.01 A. Note that
the current from Eq. 3.64 is much more sensitive to the electron saturation
current than in the case of the collisionless double layer model. In Figure 3.21,
the current voltage characteristic is shown, from Eq. 3.64, for J,' = 2 mA/m 2 ,
and compared to the results from the isotropic quasineutral model and the
collisionless double layer model for a range of electron saturation currents. For
realistic potentials, less than 1000 V, the current from Eq. 3.64 is at least an
order of magnitude greater than for the collisionless double layer model.
Table 3.4 shows the load power Pload against efficiency, using the same ambi-
ent plasma and tether parameters as in Table 3.2, but using Eq. 3.64 to relate
I and Sanode. In this case, the maximum power obtained at - 80% efficiency
is 12 kW, much higher than in in Table 3.2. Of course in a comparision with
the collisionless double layer results, the energetic cost of producing more ion
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Table 3.4: Load power against efficiency of anisotropic contactor
Table 3.5: Load power against efficiency of emitting an ion beam
current must be compared to the cost
space-charge-limited double layer.
of the high potential associated with the
Finally in Table 3.5, the power to the load is shown for a quasineutral model
which just emits an ion beam or a double layer with ionization so that a large
current flows for very low potential drop, i.e. A4contactor -- 0, ý = 1. At 90%
efficiency this configuration, which makes no use of the ambient plasma, can
generate only slightly higher power than the anisotropic contactor, and requires
substantially higher emitted ion current. This shows that the anisotropic con-
tactor could make a significant contribution to the operation of tethers for power
generation.
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?7 Ii(A) ý I(A) Pload(kW)
0.1 1 4.99 4.99 2.64
0.3 1 4.83 4.83 7.65
0.5 1 4.6 4.6 12.1
0.7 1 4.22 4.22 15.4
0.9 1 2.32 2.32 10.6
r7 Ii(A) e I(A) Pload(kW)
0.1 22.64 1 22.64 12.1
0.3 17.56 1 17.56 28.1
0.5 12.48 1 12.48 33.3
0.7 7.4 1 7.4 27.7
0.9 2.3 1 2.3 11.2
3.2.4 Validity of Model
Overall, the anisotropic contactor model represents a much needed further
step towards understanding the plasma contactor electron collection process.
However, there are a few points that should be examined in future work with
this model. The neglect of ionization and line radiation will turn out to have a
significant impact if the value of ri turns out to be very close to or equal to the
anode. It has been seen through the use of the models in Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.5
that the value of ri can indeed be close to or equal to the anode radius. This
case should be carefully assessed to determine the validity of assuming T, < eqo
when calculating the radius rl.
Also, it should be considered that the electron-ion instabilities that can arise
in this type of plasma could result in the acceleration of ambient electrons to form
a high energy component that acts almost as a beam as it enters the double layer.
Such accelerations can occur due to local trapping of the electrons in the double
layer. This beam-type of instability would be undesirable within the plasma
contacting electron collection process since it results in an enhanced mean free
path for the streaming electrons, causing them to undergo less collisions [4].
The plasma then becomes less collisional and the electron collection process is
hindered.
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Figure 3.12: Gain vs. Ion Current for Double Layer Model with Gyroradius
Condition Imposed on Layer's Outer Edge
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Chapter 4
Summary and Conclusions
Several models for electron collection by plasma contactors have been examined.
Experiments were reviewed in terms of the proposed theoretical models to de-
termine the level of correlation between the two areas. In an effort to determine
the efficacy of plasma contactor use in space, new applications of existing models
were explored and a new model of the contacting process was proposed. These
efforts are summarized below.
The plasma contactor vacuum chamber experiments in which the contac-
tor operated with ion currents below 1 A seem well described by a spherically
symmetric double layer model which treats the electrons as collisionless and
unmagnetized. In those experiments, the double layer forms approximately at
the radius where the plasma reaches the ambient plasma density. This radius is
less than or comparable to both the electron Larmor radius and the mean free
path of the electrons, if one employs a model including effective collisions due to
instabilities. In applications relevant to space power systems, the plasma cloud
must have a radius on the order of tens of meters while the ambient electron Lar-
mor radius is only a few centimeters; consequently, neither of these conditions
applies.
Still neglecting collisions, but taking into account the finite electron Larmor
radius, one finds that ambient electrons can get across the double layer and
reach the anode if the Parker-Murphy condition[57] is satisfied. Taking into
account the finite anode radius, one must impose that the r7 for space-charge
limited current flow in a double-sheath must be greater than rano'. With these
requirements, one calculates that a large potential is needed across the double
layer in order to draw a reasonably large electron current, so that the available
load power for a 20 km long tether is never greater than about 0.5 kW, if one
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requires an efficiency tr > 80%.
The maximum power may actually be far less than this, since this power value
was found for a configuration with ri < ro, and the Parker-Murphy condition is
generally not applicable in that limit. The Parker-Murphy condition becomes
impossible to satisfy when dealing double layers of a signficant width since it
requires r, < ranod, to remain valid. As stated previously, however, ri < ranode
does not make sense when one is attempting to assess a physical situation. So,
there exists a crossover point in the Figures 3.17-3.21 in the collisionless double
layer data presented where Eq. 3.5 is not valid. When it is no longer possible to
satisfy both the required condition ri _ rT node and the Parker-Murphy inequality,
this author chooses to maintain physical accuracy by maintaining ri 2 ranode at
the crossover point. In fact, this choice is substantiated by the 3 cm anode data
taken by Wilbur [86] in which ri does in fact move in to meet rT wd, and if the
pressure balance is such that the outer radius moves a great distance away from
the anode, the spherical model's validity is lost.
The potential drop across the cloud that is obtained in the manner chosen
in extending Wei and Wilbur to space conditions presumably represents the up-
per limit for the collisionless space-charge-limited contactor. Naturally following
from such an upper limit are the values of power available to a system employing
this type of a plasma contactor. The potential drop obtained by following the
ri _ ranode curve after crossover yields an upper limit that is lower than that
which would be obtained if the Parker-Murphy condition were followed after
crossover. Consequently, this indicates that the available power and efficiency
values would be more optimistic when following ri _ ranod, than when following
the Parker-Murphy condition. But to follow the Parker-Murphy condition after
crossover causes the inner radius of the double layer to form inside of the an-
ode; the potential drop then calculated based this double layer is a physically
unrealistic value. Therefore, the "pessimistic" upper limit, desirable so that one
may show that a collisionless double layer does not offer enough for the needs of
the space systems planned and that collisional models are really necessary, has
no grounding in reality and one should use the rTi ranode condition to make the
above point regarding the collisionless models.
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Note that when the Parker-Murphy condition is violated, one has presum-
ably moved into a regime where the collisionless assumption is no longer really
acceptable, as was pointed out in the earlier discussion of the ignition boundary
in Figure 3.17. This makes clear the fact that the collisionless theory has its
limitations in space applications. It is then fair to say that at some point past
the crossover point deciding on which curve to follow becomes a moot argument.
There is a clear need for a self-consistent model that will incorporate the transi-
tion from the collisionless to the collisional sheath and also handle the evolution
of the sheath from spherical symmetry to cylindrical symmetry to its eventual
breakdown at high currents and substantial levels of ionization.
But the collisionless double layer model should be valid in space for a suffi-
ciently low emitted ion current, i.e. Ii < 1 mA. The low current is required so
that a double layer can form with a potential less than the total tether voltage.
A lower contactor potential drop allows electrons to get across the magnetic
field to the anode while satisfying ri > ranode. There is a further requirement
for validity of the collisionless model in that the electrons must not be deflected
from the anode by effective collisions that are the result of instabilities, as they
are traversing the contactor plasma. But this additional requirement is easily
satisfied in the LEO regime, where the ambient wpe is on the order of wee.
Since a plasma contactor described by the collisionless double layer model
cannot generate the power desired for space applications, one must use much
higher emitted ion currents. Although the transition from the collisionless dou-
ble layer model to the collisional quasineutral model is not completely under-
stood, one expects that at sufficiently high ion current that there will be instabil-
ities strong enough to produce a high effective electron collision frequency in the
contactor cloud. Such a contactor can be described by a collisional quasineutral
fluid model, in which electrons can flow across the magnetic field within a radius
reore of the anode.
If r,,or is defined conservatively as the radius within which the effective elec-
tron collision frequency, due to ion acoustic and Buneman instabilities, exceeds
the electron cyclotron frequency, then one observes that the contactor plasma
cloud has a very low potential drop, but draws very little electron current be-
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cause reore is rather small. One must bear in mind that the Buneman instability
cannot be relied upon to provide steady-state anomalous resistivity in this one
dimensional problem and that the ion acoustic instability is responsible for the
bulk of resistivity. The overall system gain then ends up being order 1 with
such a model. Even for those cases of higher T, where a modest gain in current
occurs, that gain is due almost entirely to ionization of neutral gas emitted by
the contactor, not to collection of electrons from the ambient plasma. In this
case, the gas would probably be used more efficiently if it were ionized internally,
in an ion source, rather than externally, where much of it can be lost.
Further analysis of the ionization of the neutral gas emitted by the con-
tactor indicates that it does not enhance the performance of the contacting
system. Granted, this conclusion is based on a rather rough model, but that
model does serve the purpose to show that the primary mode of the plasma
contactor should be to draw in ambient electrons from infinity to run efficiently
and at high power with low losses. This model requires the use of a collisional
and possibly asymmetric transition region to be complete. The results of this
analysis do demonstrate that random thermal current collection is the primary
factor regulating the gain of a system utilizing a plasma contactor for electron
collection.
If one includes the anisotropic part of the contactor cloud where the effective
electron collision frequency is less than the electron cyclotron frequency, then
electrons can be collected out to a much larger radius. Then an electron current
a few times greater than the ion current can be drawn from the ambient plasma,
even at fairly low potentials. In contrast to the collisionless double layer model
and the quasineutral model based on the more conservative definition of rore,
the electron current has a significant dependence on the electron saturation cur-
rent of the ambient plasma and is substantially higher for a given ion current
on the dayside than on the nightside in the LEO regime. Analytic expressions
for the potential profile and collected electron current can be obtained when the
electron motion along the magnetic field is fairly collisionless, so that a double
layer forms in that direction, but the electrons flow collisionally across the mag-
netic field. This is the regime that is relevant to high current plasma contactors
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in LEO. Although the model which is solved analytically in Section 3.2 made the
simple approximation that the effective electron collision frequency, due only to
ion acoustic turbulence, is equal to 10-2w,,, independent of T, and the electric
field, the same method should be applicable, accounting for the caveats discussed
in Section 3.2.4, using more realistic expressions for the effective collision fre-
quency. Another approximation made in the analysis of this model is that there
is sufficient electron thermal conductivity across the magnetic field to keep T.
much lower than ~0 in the contactor cloud. The validity of this approximation
must be examined using realistic turbulence models. If this approximation is at
least marginally valid, then the results presented for this model should at least
be qualitatively correct [29].
One important conclusion of analysis is that most of the present ground based
experiments have limited relevance to space applications of plasma contactors,
since they operate in a regime where the magnetic field and effective collisions
are not really felt. This is true of spaceborne contactors only at very low current
and power levels. Only the experiments of Urrutia and Stenzel [71] examined
a plasma in in which the impact of the chamber wall on the electron motion
was avoided and the anomalous transport of electrons in the plasma could be
assessed. In their work performed at UCLA, it was found that the contactor
anode collected an electron current a few times greater than the saturation cur-
rent of the flux tube that intersected the anode, even when vw,,. The observed
cross field electron transport was attributed to ion acoustic instabilities excited
by the azimuthal E x B drift of the electrons relative to the unmagnetized ions.
This drift gave rise to azimuthal wave electric fields that cause radial E x B
drifts. In this respect the experiment was similar to the anisotropic contactor
cloud model considered in Section 3.2. However, this experiment differed in one
important respect from the LEO regime that was considered in Section 3.2. In
the UCLA experiment, the density was about 2 x 1011 cm - S and Wpe/WCCe 50.
Those values are much higher than those of found in LEO conditions. As a
result, the anomalous parallel resistivity was quite pronounced due to Buneman
and ion acoustic instabilities excited by the relative electron and ion flow veloc-
ity along the field. The electrons did not flow freely along the magnetic field,
but diffused along the field like a collisional fluid so that there were no double
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layers along the field.
It would be desirable to perform chamber experiments in the regime where
the electrons flow freely along the magnetic field while collisionally across the
magnetic field. Such experiments are desirable since the conditions they set up
are applicable to high power plasma contactors flown in LEO conditions and
would facilitate comparison of the measured q(r, z) and collected current to
the expressions calculated in Section 3.2, or to similar expressions found with
more realistic models for v,. Figure 3.19 provides the information with which
an experimenter can scale a chamber contactor experiment. Much lower ion
currents and plasma densities are required in chamber experiments if the data
taken is to be scaled to the LEO environment.
This thesis has demonstrated that an efficient plasma contactor in space
achieves modest gains through the collection of ambient electrons and that this
process is aided by the collisional mechanisms. An efficient high power contactor
cannot be designed for use in space that does not rely on collisions, or effective
collisions due to turbulence, to sustain its electron collection. While these results
have important implications for power systems relying on electrodynamic tethers
in space, it should be clear from the studies presented that much remains to be
accomplished. Additional theoretical and experimental studies are needed to
answer the remaining questions posed within this work. A synthesis of the work
of the theorists and experimentalists is required to advance the state of plasma
contactor technology. This thesis was an effort to achieve that sort of synthesis
and point the way toward an even greater understanding of plasma processes in
space.
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Values
Appendix A
of Collisionless Spherical Double
Layer Radius Ratio Dependent
Functions
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Spherical
Radius Ratio
rr
0.00000
0.00500
0.00678
0.01000
0.01500
0.02000
0.02500
0.03000
0.03500
0.04000
0.04500
0.05000
0.05500
0.06000
0.06500
0.07000
0.07500
0.08000
0.08500
0.09000
0.09500
0.10000
0.10500
0.11000
Normalized Collected
Electron Current
Jo
0.01687
0.01999
0.02089
0.02318
0.02645
0.02978
0.03349
0.03668
0.04025
0.04389
0.04762
0.05231
0.05533
0.05932
0.06400
0.06757
0.07184
0.07621
0.08068
0.08525
0.08992
0.09471
0.09961
0.10462
Normalized
Current Ratio
a
0.13251
0.14241
0.14500
0.15197
0.16122
0.17018
0.17963
0.18733
0.19555
0.20355
0.21136
0.22083
0.22642
0.23370
0.24107
0.24781
0.25465
0.26137
0.26797
0.27445
0.28083
0.28710
0.29328
0.29936
Gain for
Argon Case
36.043
38.736
39.440
41.336
43.852
46.289
48.859
50.954
53.190
55.366
57.490
60.066
61.586
63.566
65.571
67.404
69.265
71.093
72.888
74.650
76.386
78.091
79.772
81.426
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Spherical
Radius Ratio
rr
0.11500
0.12000
0.12500
0.13000
0.13500
0.14000
0.14500
0.15000
0.15500
0.16000
0.16500
0.17000
0.17500
0.18000
0.18500
0.19000
0.19500
0.20000
0.20500
0.21000
0.21500
0.22000
0.22500
0.23000
Normalized Collected
Electron Current
jo
0.10975
0.11500
0.12038
0.12588
0.13152
0.13729
0.14319
0.14748
0.15544
0.16179
0.16829
0.17495
0.18177
0.18876
0.19593
0.20327
0.21079
0.21688
0.22642
0.23452
0.24283
0.25136
0.26010
0.26906
Normalized
Current Ratio
a
0.30536
0.31128
0.31711
0.32288
0.32857
0.33419
0.33975
0.34306
0.35069
0.35607
0.36140
0.36668
0.37191
0.37709
0.38223
0.38732
0.39237
0.39621
0.40235
0.40728
0.41218
0.41704
0.42187
0.42667
Gain for
Argon Case
83.058
84.668
86.254
87.823
89.371
90.900
92.412
93.312
95.388
96.851
98.301
99.737
101.160
102.568
103.967
105.351
106.725
107.769
109.439
110.780
112.113
113.435
114.749
116.054
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Spherical
Radius Ratio
rr
0.23500
0.24000
0.24500
0.25000
0.25500
0.26000
0.26500
0.27000
0.27500
0.28000
0.28500
0.29000
0.29500
0.30000
0.30500
0.31000
0.31500
0.32000
0.32500
0.33000
0.33500
0.34000
0.34500
0.35000
Normalized Collected
Electron Current
jo
0.27826
0.28769
0.29737
0.30490
0.31750
0.32796
0.33870
0.35007
0.36105
0.37267
0.38461
0.39687
0.40947
0.42241
0.43571
0.44938
0.46343
0.47787
0.49272
0.50799
0.52370
0.53985
0.55648
0.57943
Normalized
Current Ratio
a
0.43144
0.43617
0.44088
0.44400
0.45021
0.45484
0.45944
0.46450
0.46857
0.47309
0.47760
0.48208
0.48655
0.49099
0.49541
0.49982
0.50420
0.50856
0.51291
0.51724
0.52155
0.52585
0.53013
0.53642
Gain for
Argon Case
e
117.352
118.638
119.919
120.768
122.457
123.716
124.968
126.344
127.451
128.680
129.907
131.126
132.342
133.549
134.752
135.951
137.142
138.328
139.512
140.689
141.862
143.031
144.195
145.906
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Spherical
Radius Ratio
rr
0.35500
0.36000
0.36500
0.37000
0.37500
0.38000
0.38500
0.39000
0.39500
0.40000
0.40500
0.41000
0.41500
0.42000
0.42500
0.43000
0.43500
0.44000
0.44500
0.45000
0.45500
0.46000
0.46500
0.47000
0.47500
Normalized Collected
Electron Current
jo
0.59118
0.60930
0.62795
0.64715
0.66693
0.68730
0.70829
0.72992
0.75221
0.77901
0.79887
0.82330
0.84850
0.87449
0.90131
0.92899
0.95757
0.98708
1.01755
1.06573
1.08156
1.11518
1.14993
1.18587
1.22303
Normalized
Current Ratio
a
0.53864
0.54287
0.54708
0.55129
0.55547
0.55965
0.56380
0.56795
0.57208
0.57601
0.58031
0.58440
0.58848
0.59255
0.59661
0.60065
0.60469
0.60871
0.61272
0.61908
0.62071
0.62468
0.62865
0.63260
0.63655
Gain for
Argon Case
146.510
147.661
148.806
149.951
151.088
152.225
153.354
154.482
155.606
156.675
157.844
158.957
160.067
161.174
162.278
163.377
164.476
165.569
166.660
168.390
168.833
169.913
170.993
172.067
173.142
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Spherical
Radius Ratio
rr
0.48000
0.48500
0.49000
0.49500
0.50000
0.50500
0.51000
0.51500
0.52000
0.52500
0.53000
0.53500
0.54000
0.54500
0.55000
0.55500
0.56000
0.56500
0.57000
0.57500
0.58000
0.58500
0.59000
0.59500
Normalized Collected
Electron Current
do
1.26148
1.30128
1.34246
1.38511
1.44058
1.47504
1.52246
1.57161
1.62258
1.67545
1.73030
1.78724
1.84635
1.90775
1.97154
2.03783
2.10677
2.17847
2.25307
2.33073
2.41160
2.49584
2.58364
2.67519
Normalized
Current Ratio
a
0.64048
0.64441
0.64832
0.65223
0.65641
0.66000
0.66388
0.66774
0.67160
0.67544
0.67928
0.68310
0.68692
0.69073
0.69452
0.69831
0.70209
0.70586
0.70962
0.71337
0.71712
0.72085
0.72458
0.72829
Gain for
Argon Case
e
174.211
175.280
176.343
177.407
178.544
179.520
180.575
181.625
182.675
183.720
184.764
185.803
186.842
187.879
188.909
189.940
190.968
191.994
193.017
194.037
195.057
196.071
197.086
198.095
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Spherical
Radius Ratio
rr
0.60000
0.60500
0.61000
0.61500
0.62000
0.62500
0.63000
0.63500
0.64000
0.64500
0.65000
0.65500
0.66000
0.66500
0.67000
0.67500
0.68000
0.68500
0.69000
0.69500
0.70000
0.70500
0.71000
0.71500
Normalized Collected
Electron Current
jo
2.76854
2.87033
2.97438
3.08306
3.19664
3.31540
3.43964
3.56968
3.70587
3.84857
3.99818
4.15513
4.31988
4.49293
4.67480
4.86609
5.06740
5.27942
5.50288
5.73857
5.98735
6.25016
6.52802
6.82205
Normalized
Current Ratio
a
0.73068
0.73570
0.73939
0.74307
0.74674
0.75040
0.75406
0.75770
0.76134
0.76497
0.76859
0.77220
0.77580
0.77939
0.78298
0.78655
0.79012
0.79368
0.79723
0.80077
0.80430
0.80783
0.81134
0.81485
Gain for
Argon Case
198.745
200.110
201.114
202.115
203.113
204.109
205.104
206.094
207.084
208.072
209.056
210.038
211.018
211.994
212.971
213.942
214.913
215.881
216.847
217.809
218.770
219.730
220.684
221.639
166
Spherical
Radius Ratio
rr,
0.72000
0.72500
0.73000
0.73500
0.74000
0.74500
0.75000
0.75500
0.76000
0.76500
0.77000
0.77500
0.78000
0.78500
0.79000
0.79500
0.80000
0.80500
0.81000
0.81500
0.82000
0.82500
0.83000
0.83500
0.84000
Normalized Collected
Electron Current
jo
7.13346
7.46357
7.81385
8.18589
8.58145
9.00246
9.45104
9.92956
10.44062
10.98710
11.57223
12.19956
12.87309
13.59730
14.37718
15.21837
16.02105
17.11090
18.17756
19.33648
20.59821
21.97487
23.48036
25.13077
26.94468
Normalized
Current Ratio
a
0.81835
0.82184
0.82532
0.82879
0.83225
0.83571
0.83915
0.84259
0.84602
0.84944
0.85285
0.85625
0.85965
0.86303
0.86641
0.86977
0.87283
0.87648
0.87982
0.88315
0.88647
0.88979
0.89309
0.89639
0.89967
Gain for
Argon Case
222.591
223.540
224.487
225.431
226.372
227.313
228.249
229.184
230.117
231.048
231.975
232.900
233.825
234.744
235.664
236.577
237.410
238.403
239.311
240.217
241.120
242.023
242.920
243.818
244.710
167
Spherical
Radius Ratio
rr
0.84500
0.85000
0.85500
0.86000
0.86500
0.87000
0.87500
0.88000
0.88500
0.89000
0.89500
0.90000
0.90500
0.91000
0.91500
0.92000
0.92500
0.93000
0.93500
0.94000
0.94500
0.95000
0.95500
0.96000
0.96500
0.97000
0.97500
0.98000
0.98500
0.99000
Normalized Collected
Electron Current
jo
28.94377
31.81732
33.60309
36.32818
39.37032
42.77926
46.61494
50.94985
55.87240
61.49136
67.94161
75.39313
84.05663
94.20912
106.20465
120.51075
138.83092
158.77971
184.77637
217.42372
259.18759
323.76852
387.07419
488.69275
635.52332
859.52112
1227.87305
1905.64880
3415.28564
8553.58627
Normalized
Current Ratio
a
0.90295
0.90579
0.90948
0.91273
0.91597
0.91920
0.92243
0.92564
0.92884
0.93204
0.93522
0.93840
0.94157
0.94473
0.94788
0.95101
0.95405
0.95727
0.96038
0.96348
0.96657
0.96956
0.97273
0.97579
0.97884
0.98189
0.98492
0.98795
0.99096
0.99397
168
Gain for
Argon Case
245.602
246.375
247.379
248.263
249.144
250.022
250.901
251.774
252.644
253.515
254.380
255.245
256.107
256.967
257.823
258.675
259.502
260.377
261.223
262.067
262.907
263.720
264.583
265.415
266.244
267.074
267.898
268.722
269.541
270.360
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